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ANTI-CHRISTIAN MYTH IN JAMES'S
 
THE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE
by Tom J. Truss, Jr.
The compact, dramatically intense story "The Tree of Knowl
­
edge
”
 should not be dismissed with Clifton Fadiman’s judgment:  
it "weighs little and decides nothing.”1 A clue to a fresh mean
­ing is contained in James’s account of its inspiration. A friend,
 James recorded, once commented on a mutual acquaintance, "He
 had found his father out, artistically: having grown up in so
 happy a personal relation with him only to feel, at last, quite aw
­fully, that he didn’t and couldn’t believe in him.”2 The statement
 is neatly provocative. The word father implies a parallel idea: a
 creator who creates badly has a child who rejects him. The seeds
 of a theologically bleak allegory are contained in the statement;
 and logically, a submerged anti-Christian myth, 
one
 discovers,  
runs through the story inspired by the comment. Interpretation
 of a James story clearly along this line has not been hitherto sug
­gested.
rThe Short Stories of Henry James (New York: Random House [1945]),
 
p. 433.
2The Art of the Novel (New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons [1934]),
 
p. 235.
 
[
3The Novels and Tales of Henry James (26 vols.; New York: Charles
 Scribner’s Sons, 1907-1917), XVI, 183.
The plot of "The Tree of Knowledge” is a simple one. Peter
 
Brench attempted to protect his godson Lancelot Mallow, at the
 threshold of young manhood, from the knowledge that Mr. Mal
­low, Lancelot’s father, is a bad sculptor. Contrary to his god
­father’s wishes and knowing secretly all along "the truth about
 the Master,”3 Lancelot went to Paris to study art. Later, he
 learned that his mother through the years had been aware of
 "the Master’s” shortcomings and had never voiced her knowl
­edge. Finally, the dismayed Peter learned that Mrs. Mallow had
 always known the truth. Essentially, the story develops Peter’s dis
­covery. Everyone except the Master had known of the Master’s
 inadequacies all along, and Peter himself had been living with
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2 Anti-Christian Myth
an imperfect knowledge of his associates. Significantly, James
 
added 
the
 character of Peter to the original situation.
By referring frequently to “the Master” but rarely to “Mallow”
 after the story gets under way, James transformed the sculptor into a godhead-image. The limitations of the godhead, however,
 are explicitly stated: his creations ignored him (
“
fancy-heads of  
celebrities either too busy or too buried ... to sit,” p. 169); and
 Peter Brench had apostolically assumed for himself the role of
 guardian and protector. He sheltered the child of the creator,
 his own godson, from the knowledge that the father (
“
the Mas ­
ter”) 
was
 a failure. Directly related to this objective was Peter’s  
wish to keep Mrs. Mallow, in her apparent untiring devotion to
 her husband, from being hurt. Thus the creator busily pursued
 his inane work while the priest-Peter, who thought he was the
 sole possessor of the secret about the Master, geared his own life
 to keeping the family relations harmonious (he “shared, to the
 last delicate morsel, their problems and pains,” pp. 170-171).
 Actually, the Master’s work was not to Peter’s liking, for the guard
­ian had his own ideas about creating. In his mind, “the artist
 should be all impulse and instinct” (p. 179). Furthermore, the
 guardian deplored the marbles, and “the Master’s ideas . . . had
 . . . remained undiscoverable to Peter Brench” (p. 176). And
 surrounding Brench with things which were old, James gave him
 an “extreme and general humility” (p. 167). The allegorical re
­lation of Peter to the 
artist
 now becomes clear. The secret knowl ­
edge which the apostle-priest had of the creator would discredit
 the creator, but for the sake of social untiy he never divulged
 his insights.
Brench’s relation to Mrs. Mallow has its allegorical 
aspects.
 She  
gave his life much of its meaning, for he had been in love with
 her for years (“she was the one beautiful reason he had never
 married,” p. 167). Although his devotion made him miserable
 (“I’ve the misfortune to be omniscient .... It’s why I’m so wretch
­ed,” p. 174), he persisted in it (“the game for me is only to
 hold my tongue,” p. 188). The apostle’s celibacy was a result of
 his admiration for the Master’s 
admirer.
 Actually, Mrs. Mallow  
seems to have embodied for the priest-image in the story the
 members of a household with their blind devotion to its head.
 When a Canadian family showed interest in the purchase of a
 tomb, the wife became quite elated. Some remotely located people
 were possibly being converted to her husband’s school of art. The
 priest, 
then,
 was interested in the happiness of the Master’s fol ­
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lowing, symbolized by the 
one-time
 bride, Mrs. Mallow, rather  
than in the Master and his work. Brench thus kept the wife
 uninformed about the Master’s true nature.
Brench’s fear that Mrs. Mallow might learn the truth was pro
­
jected to his special charge, Lancelot, the rising young intellect,
 who was in a position to interfere with the wife’s devotion to
 the Master and bring about the collapse of the whole social unit.
 Brench exerted himself, however, under the handicap of a woe
­fully inaccurate analysis of the situation; for Lancelot, whom
 Brench had wanted to keep ignorant of the Master’s failings, had
 understood the “value” of the Master’s work as soon as he had
 begun to understand anything (p. 183). For this reason, the mem
­ber of the rising generation had kept a distance between himself
 
and
 the Master. Although he had the same knowledge that his  
godfather had, Lancelot had found it impossible to “continue
 humbugging” (p. 187), as his godfather had done, and had left
 home.
The list of ironies in the story is long. The creator was; indif
­
ferent to those in his intimate circle. The “omniscient” Peter knew
 very little about those he was most concerned for, and the
 household would have been just as orderly without Peter as with
 him. And even with her apparent blind devotion, the wife had
 continuously known the truth about the Master. The flock knew
 more than its shepherd Brench. The story has two decidedly imper
­fect characters, the godhead and the priest, who allegedly keeps the
 godhead’s household; happy; but the subordinate members of the
 unit are more than those in whom a presumed full knowledge
 is invested. In the parallel of the family unit and institutional
 religion, the theme of a strong anti-clericalism emerges. Ironically,
 the institution is removed from real experience: “the whole situa
­tion, among these good people, was verily a marvel
”
 (p. 168);  
and “they lived ... at a height scarce susceptible of ups and
 downs” (p. 178).
To enlarge this interpretation, one should relate “The Tree of
 
Knowledge” to The Turn of the Screw, which was written during
 the same period, when James was concerned with the meaning
 of knowledge.4 The technical function of the governess in the
 longer story and of Peter Brench in the shorter is the same: to
 care for the rising generation. The governess wished to keep the
 4See Joseph J. Firebaugh, ‘Inadequacy in Eden: Knowledge and ‘The
 
Turn, of the Screw.’ Modern Fiction 
Studies,
 III, 57-63.
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4 Anti-Christian Myth
children as innocent as she was—to "save” them, whereas Brench
 
wanted to shelter 
his
 charge from his own knowledge of the  
world. Her actions were motivated by fear; his by love. In addi
­tion, the absentee uncle in The Turn of the Screw has a counter
­part in 
the
 sculptor in "The Tree of Knowledge.” Both are in ­
adequate godheads. Furthermore, Lancelot is what one might
 expect little 
Miles
 to become had the boy been allowed to ma ­
ture. The two stories actually show different aspects; of the 
same general theme. The repression of upsetting ideas has unfortunate
 consequences—psychological in 
one
 instance and priestly in the  
other.
A specific anti-Christian theme is implied by the delineations
 
and actions of characters in "The Tree of Knowledge.” Brench’s
 alleged wisdom in actuality was ignorance, and the dedications
 of his life were based on a mistake. His special secret knowledge
 was neither special nor secret. In spite of his care, the worldly
 Lancelot went wherever his intelligence led him, and Mrs. Mal
­low, with her full knowledge of the Master, went about her
 affairs as if nothing was amiss. Peter, baffled, admired Mrs. Mal
­low all the more. The reader interprets these developments by
 means of Peters various reactions to them and arrives at the
 suggested theme. The tree of knowledge, which traditionally poses
 the first stage for an intelligent being who is working out his sal
­vation, caused the consternation and bewilderment of James’s
 priest-image, Brench, who tried to control the growth of the 
tree. James’s arrangement of events and details implies that the growth
 cannot be impeded. By observing the nature of the growth, we
 gain certain further insights to the theme: the concept of a Chris
­tian institution is unrealistic, and the office of the ministry is in
­sufficient to contend with the world. James thus constructed a
 gloomy myth, which connotatively is anti-authoritarian and hence
 anti-institutional, and perhaps even anti-Christian.
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THE CLOAKS OF
THE DEVIL IS AN ASSE
by James E. Savage
Among the titles of Ben Jonsons plays, that of The Devil is
 
an Asse is something of 
an
 anomaly. Jonsons titles fall naturally  
into classes: the names of persons, as Sejanus, Volpone; designa
­tions of individuals, which may be extended metaphorically to
 many members of the cast, as The Alchemist; qualified substan
­tives, as Every Man in His Humour, Every Man out of His Hu
­mour and The Staple of News; only two, The Case is Altered and
 The Devil 
is
 an Asse are asseverations. The promise of The Case  
is Altered is fulfilled, for at the end of the play almost every one
 finds himself in changed circumstances, and Jonson notes the
 changes by repetition of the words of the title.
When, however, one is confronted by the bold assertion of the
 
title The Devil is an Asse, he expects a movement that will sub
­stantiate the charge. And such a contention about Satan would
 have been a most difficult one to establish before a Jacobean
 audience which, according to Jonson, in his Prologue, has for its
 “deare delight, the Diuell of Edmunton,” and which may well
 have heard of the “
one
 deveil too many amongst them,” at a  
performance of Marlowe’s Doctor Faustus.1 Jonsons proof of the
 immediate and literal statement is quickly evident. Old Iniquity,
 by his own statement of his qualifications, by the antiquated meter
 in which he states them, and by the judgment of the Great Devil,
 qualifies as 
an
 ass. Pug’s utter incompetence to conduct on Earth  
the affairs of Hell is quickly demonstrated by his utter inferiority
 in vice to the denizens of London. And, in view of his sending
 such an emissary, the judgment of the Great Devil himself is
 brought gravely into question. In fact, “a Boy o’ thirteene yeere
 old made him an Asse/But t’other day” (V,v,50).
 
2
1E. K. Chambers, The Elizabethan Stage (4 Vols.; Oxford: At the Clar
­
endon Press, 1923), III, 424.
2C. H. Herford and Percy and Evelyn Simpson, Ben Jonson (11 Vols.;
 
Oxford: At the Clarendon Press, 1925), VI, 259. This edition will be the
 source 
of
 all quotations, which will be noted in the body of the paper by  
act, scene and line.
10
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6 The Devil is an Asse
It is to be suspected, however, that Jonsons comic apparatus
 
was conceived for a more subtle statement than this. I submit
 that he offers a second reading of the title, a reversal, as it were,
 of the order—an 
“
Asse” is the “Devil.” He appears to be saying  
that folly itself, at its extreme, when accompanied by greed, is
 evil of a large order. In fact, when compared with the enormities
 of Fitz-dottrell, the professional efforts of Satan and Pug become
 almost innocuous. And this folly is manifested over and over in
 the play by the acceptance of the cloak for the man, of the
 dressing for the woman, of appearance for reality.
Jonson’s comic process also is somewhat unique in The Devil
 
is
 an Asse. In his typical play he has a large assemblage of charac ­
ters suffering from humour, or illusion, or folly, or possibly vice.
 And in such a play there is usually 
one
 character whose vision  
is clear, and who carries the burden of revealing or curing or
 punishing the weaknesses of other characters. Such useful instru
­ments are Doctor Clement of Every Man in His Humour, Horace of
 Poetaster, Dauphine of Epicoene, Arruntius of Sejanus, Penniboy-
 Canter of The Staple of News. Such a man has primarily a choral
 function.
This comic process is reversed in The Devil in an Asse. The
 
focus of almost all attention, all enterprise, is Fitz-dottrell; there
 is no single voice of reason and right opinion, though Manly and
 Wittipol approach having such voices. But to almost every char
­acter is given, at some stage of the play, a word of scorn for the
 monstrous follies of Fitz-dottrell—an opportunity to participate in
 the choric comment.3
3That Fitz-dottrell represents the essential evil of The Devil Is An 
Asse 
is noted by Freida R. Townsend in Apologie for Bartholomew Fair (New
 York: The Modem Language Association, 1947): “Fitz-dottrell is the in
­viting center,” p. 80. Herford and Simpson (op. cit.) do not consider this
 problem. Folly is not listed as 
one
 of the objects of Jonsons comic satire in  
her The Satiric and the Didactic in Ben Jonsons Comedy (Chapel Hill: The
 University of North Carolina Press, 1947) by Helena Watts Baum. J. J.
 Enck in his Jonson and the Comic Truth (Madison: University 
of
 Wisconsin  
Press, 1957) finds the play to be disappointing, principally because of
 weakness in the sentimental plot. More recently, C. G. Thayer in Ben Jonson
 (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1963) finds Fitz-dottrell, in his fit
 of madness, to be an embodiment 
of
 the devil (p. 171).
The foregoing observations are preliminary to a glance at some
 
of the processes, metaphorical, logical, comic, by which Jonson
 establishes the rash statement of his title. The heart of his meth
­od is the proliferation of a single image, that of the “cloak.”
 The archetypal cloak is of course that which Fitz-dottrell receives
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James E. Savage 7
from Wittipol as payment for a fifteen minute conversation with
 
Mistress Fitz-dottrell—the cloak which he himself most aptly calls
 “the price of folly.” The imagery of clothing is first advanced in
 the opening scene, in which the Great Devil 
and
 Pug and Old  
Iniquity are discussing Pug’s qualifications as an emissary to
 Earth from the Commonwealth of Hell. The nature of the
 Earthly vices, which are far beyond the competence of Pug, is
 established in terms of dress:
They haue their Vices, there, most like to Vertues;
You cannot know ’hem, apart, by any difference:
 
They weare the same clothes, eate (o’) the same meate,
 Sleepe 
i'
 the selfe-same beds, ride i’ those coaches,  
Or very like, foure horses in a coach,
 As the best men and women. Tissue gownes,
 Garters and roses, fourescore pound a paire,
 Embroydred 
stockings,
 cut-work smocks, and shirts,  
More certaine marks of lechery, now, and pride,
 Then ere they were of true nobility!
(I,i,121-130)
The workings of this cloak image, and the numerous assump
­
tions of the “asse
”
 by Fitz-dottrell, are the key to the ironic effects  
of the play.
The word “asse” occurs many times—as 
an
 epithet—in the course  
of the play. It is almost always applied to Fitz-dottrell: by Wittipol,
 (speaking for Mistress Fitz-dottrell),
But such a moon-ling, as 
no
 wit of man  
Or roses can redeeme from being an Asse;
(I,vi,158,159)
by Pug, speaking to Mistress Fitz-dottrell,
Why, wee will make a Cokes of this Wise Master,
 
We will, my 
Mistresse,
 an absolute fine Cokes,  
And mock, to ayre, all the deepe diligences
 Of such a solemne, and effectuall Asse;
(II,ii,104-107)
 by Wittipol,
WIT. Goe, you are an Asse. FIT. I am resolu’d on’t, Sir.
 
WIT. I thinke you are .... Away you brokers blocke;
(II,vii,13-15)
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twice by Fitz-dottrell himself,
I am not altogether, an Asse, good Gentlemen
(III,iii,116)
 
and,
A Cuckold, and an Asse, and my wines Ward;
(IV,vii,78)
and by Manly, as final assessment in the play,
But you’ll still be an Asse, in spight of prouidence.
(V,viii,154)
Even though the title of 
“
Asse” is awarded to no other person in  
the play, except of course to Satan himself, 
Sir
 Poule Either-side  
and the ladies Either-side and Taile-bush display the quality in
 abundance. And one suspects on the basis of the Prologue, that
 
the
 same quality is to be found abundantly in the audience itself.
After giving his title, Jonson taxes the audience for “allowing
 us no place.” “This tract,” he says, “will ne’er admit our vice, because of yours” And perhaps as an admonitory word to them
 against taking appearance for reality, he closes thus: “And when
 sixe times 
you
 ha’ seent,/If this Play doe not like, the Diuell is  
int” Though Pug’s mission is ostensibly 
“
to” Earth, the conference  
in the first scene between Satan, Pug, and Iniquity is held “Heere
 about London,” where 
“
it is fear’d they haue a stud o’ their owne/  
Will put downe ours.”
(I,i,108-109)
The reality of the Devil, 
then,
 to Jonson, is folly, “Asse”-hood,  
and the primary manifestation of the nature of folly lies in Fitz-
 dottrell. The demonstration of his folly is through the cloak, real
 or metaphorical, i.e., the taking of appearance for reality. This is
 
one
 of Jonson’s continuing themes, stated most concisely, perhaps,  
in Volpone:
Hood an asse, with reuerend purple,
So you can hide his two ambitious eares,
 
And, he shall passe for a cathedrall Doctor.
(I,ii,111-114)
Much of Bartholomew Fair is devoted also to the theme of pur
­
poseless folly, and there are numerous connecting links between
 that play and The Devil 
is
 an Asse. The folly of John Littlewit,  
13
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the 
“
foole-John,” is never relieved. Like Fitz-dottrell, he is much  
taken with his wife’s dressing; in fact, he admires her prodigiously
 in the “Spanish dress,
”
 with the “fine high shooes,” the “Cioppinos”  
of Wittipol asi the Spanish Lady in The Devil is an Asse. But
 Bartholomew Cokes is many times an “asse,” as attested by Waspe,
 by Win-wife, by Quarlous. He is a “serious,
”
 a “resolute,” a  
“phantasticall” fool. The sport of gulling him is, according to  
Edgeworth, “call’d Dorring the Dottrell.” Both Cokes and Fitz-
 dottrell lack souls. In Bartholomew Fair the point is made by
 Edgeworth, speaking of Cokes:
Talke of him to haue 
soule?
 ’heart, if hee haue any more 
then a thing giuen him in stead of salt, onely to keepe
 him from stinking, He be hang’d afore my time.
(IV,ii,54-56)
And of Fitz-dottrell, Wittipol says,
you are the wife,
To so much blasted flesh, as scarce hath soule,
 
In stead of salt, to keepe it sweete.
(I,vi,88-90)
The sustained image through which the folly of Cokes is mani
­
fested is, as in The Devil is an Asse, that of clothing, not assumed,
 but lost:
I ha’ lost my selfe, and my cloake and my 
hat;
 and my  
fine sword, and my sister, and Numps, and Mistris Grace,
 (a Gentlewoman that I should ha’ marryed) and a cut-
 worke handkercher, 
shee
 ga’ mee, and two purses to day.  
And my bargaine o’ Hobby-horses and Ginger-bread,
 which grieues me worst of all.
(IV,ii,81-86)
The last speech in Bartholomew Fair is also given to Cokes—“and
 
bring the Actors along, wee’ll ha’ the rest o’ the Play at home.
”One wonders whether Jonson did not indeed “bring the Actors
 along,” and “ha’ the rest of the Play” with Fitz-dottrell and com­pany. Fitz-(son of) Dottrell, at the extremity of his folly, is a
 "Cokes”; the given name of Fitz-dottrell, Fabian, may be a by
­product of the puppet show in Bartholomew Fair.4 But it is only in
 The Devil is an Asse that this particular manifestation of 
human 
4Cf. footnote 5.
14
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weakness becomes the object of such concentrated indignation on
 
Jonson’s 
part.
The movement of the play is three-fold, with Fitz-dottrell as
 the object, or victim, of all the lines of action. There is the en­terprise of the Kingdom of Hell, in which Pug is to serve Fitz-
 dottrell, in order to prove his value to his master; there is the
 enterprise of the tribe of brokers, led by Meercraft, to cozen Fitz-
 dottrell of his property; and there is the assault of Wittipol on
 the virtue of Fitz-dottrell’s beauteous wife. In each line of action,
 or at the point of contact of two, the fresh follies, the fresh
 "cloaks
”
 build up until the final one, the assumption by Fitz-  
dottrell of possession by the Devil himself. The irony of this
 passage is magnificent, since it is the only one of the 
cloaks
 which  
Fitz-dottrell is really conscious of wearing.
The first of Fitz-dottrell’s follies in the realm of clothing oc
­
curs during his initial encounter with Pug. Pug is a Devil, clothed
 in the body of a cutpurse, the 
garments
 of gentleman-usher, and  
the shoes of a prostitute. Yet the wise Fitz-dottrell, refusing, be
­cause he can find no cloven feet, to believe that he is a Devil,
 hires him because his name is Devil. Pug himself is deceived by
 his own appearance, thinking he can use his borrowed body for
 "venery,” thinking that because he is clothed in the body of a
 man he, a Devil, can hold his own among the vices of man.
As soon as the enterprise of Satan and Pug has imposed the
 
false servant on Fitz-dottrell, his confidence in his own wisdom
 and fortune is such that Wittipol and Manly can easily persuade
 him to don, in return for fifteen minutes of his wife’s conversation,
 a magnificent cloak—
one
 acquired from Ingine, who is of what  
Satan calls "our tribe of brokers.
”
 His pride in the cloak, and in  
his own wisdom is almost unbounded; he accepts with compla
­cency his wife’s suggestion that he may be laughed at, uncon
­sciously predicting his course throughout the play: "Let ’hem laugh,
 wife, Let me haue such another cloake to morrow” (I,vi,40-41).
Having donned the cloaks provided by Satan and Wittipol,
 
Fitz-dottrell is ripe for the more elaborate enterprise of the mas-
5In Bartholomew Fair a self-conscious mistake is made by Puppet Pythias,
 
with reference 
to
 the Dunmow bacon, in calling it Westfabian in error for  
Westphalian. The word Fabian, according to NED, occurs in the literature of
 the period only in the Lenten Stuffe 
of
 Thomas Nashe; I intend in a later  
essay to show connections between Lenten Stuffe and the Puppet Show of
 Bartholomew Fair.
15
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ter-broker, Meercraft, and his lesser colleagues, Ingine, Traines,
 
and Everill. They lead him into an elaborate sequence of follies,
 of acceptances of appearance, which will explain and establish
 the proposition of the title.
The first of this sequence is the assumption of nobility, as
 
the “Duke of Drown d-Land.” The amazing Meercraft, proposing
 his project of the draining of the marshes, suggests the figure of
 eighteen million pounds as the possible revenue. Fitz-dottrell’s
 cupidity, which has already led him to conjurers, has led him to
 take a devil for a servant, and has led him very near the prostitu
­tion of his wife, is enough to make him embrace the project, even
 if the added incentive of the title of Duke were absent. But, the
 title having been suggested, Fitz-dottrell becomes the Duke, and
 must comport himself accordingly. A minor manifestation of his
 asse-hood, of his wearing of the spurious cloaks, is the “Lord’s
 face” which he must assume upon arising, a face which 
must
 not  
recognize even his nearest acquaintance.
While the “Lord’s face
”
 has been in preparation, the cloak mo ­
tif has been at work in another segment of the play. Lady Fitz-
 dottrell in her clothing is 
“
Very brave,” is, according to Pug, in “all  
this Rigging and fine Tackle,” a “neat handsome vessells“of
 good sayle” (II,ii,111,112). The care is not hers, but her hus
­band’s—
hee is sensuall that way.
In euery dressing, he do’s study her.
(I,iv,17,18)
Pug is naturally led to the conclusion that “No woman drest with
 
so much care, and study,/Doth dresse her self in vaine
”
 (II, v, 22,23). 
Therefore, seeking to advance the cause of Hell, with a little divi
­dend in 
the
 way of “venery” for himself, he petitions her that he  
may be “Stil’d o’ your pleasures.” This mistaking of appearance for
 reality secures no advancement of the cause of Hell, nor any
 pleasures for Pug, but only a beating from his master.
Fitz-dottrell has all confidence that he can “doe well enough”
 
as a Duke, but his wife is “such an untoward thing” that she must
 be remodeled—“Is there an Academy for women?
”
 There is indeed  
an academy, produced full-blown from the mind of Meercraft upon
 Ingine’s whisper about the “Spanish gowne.” Fitz-dottrell, who has
 taken a 
“
sensuall ” pleasure in the fine dressing of his wife, takes  
an even greater one in this dressing for his “Dutchesse.
”
 The  
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trappings are elaborate: Wittipol, rather than Dicke Robinson, the
 
player, for the Spanish woman; the broker’s Spanish gown; the
 ring, which must be sealed for, as a present to assure admittance
 to the academy; Jonson’s own alchemical jargon for the Spanish
 Lady’s advice about Spanish focuses and manners; the home of
 Lady Taile-bush, the lady projectress, as the seat of the academy.
 Like the first cloak, which he bought from Wittipol with fifteen
 minutes of his wife’s conversation, and its metaphorical successors,
 this cloak, this appearance, becomes reality for Fitz-dottrell.
The reality is indeed so great that when Everill 
demands
 Meer-  
craft’s 
time,
 and to account for the demand, the “Master of the  
Dependances” 
springs
 from the fertile brain of that broker, Fitz-  
dottrell is eager to assume an additional cloak, that of the first
 client of the “office” of “Dependances” in order that he may
 pursue his quarrel with Wittipol in a manner becoming a duke,
 even to the making of a conveyance of his lands to a “Feoffee”
His
 enchantment with the Spanish lady—Wittipol in Meercraft  
and Ingine’s gown—is so great that he sends his wife 
into
 another  
room with the Spanish lady, who is toi “melt, cast and forme her
 as you shalle thinke good
”
 (IV,iv,254). The result of this meet ­
ing is actually the enlistment of Wittipol and Manly as friends
 and protectors of Mistress Fitz-dottrell. But the meeting will in
 due time provide a fresh “cloak” for Fitz-dottrell, that of cuckold,
 a misapprehension that will remain with him even at the end of
 the play.
But the work of the “cloak” of the dependancy is not over.
 
A
 “Feoffee” must be found, and though Meercraft and Everill are  
assiduous candidates, Fitz-dottrell’s infatuation will let him con
­sider only thei Spanish lady, and at 
“
her” earnest request, a sub ­
stitute in the person of Manly. The revelation that the Spanish
 lady is Wittipol gives us a fresh title for Fitz-dottrell, “Duke of
 Shore-ditch,” and some new “cloaks,” “a Cuckold, and an Asse
 and my wiues ward.
” Though he has conceded it, the asse-hood of Fitz-dottrell is
 not yet fully developed, for a final “cloak”
 must be donned, one  
which brings the movement back to its starting point. At the
 suggestion of Meercraft he must pretend that he is possessed of
 a devil, as the result of witchcraft on the part of his wife and
 Wittipol and Manly, in order that the enfeoffment of Manly may
 be set aside. The trappings are provided by Meercraft and Everill,
 the bellows, the false belly, the mouse, while the offer of the true
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Devil, Pug, to give professional help is spurned. Sir Poule Either-
 
side is brought to witness the possession, and he has qualities
 which make him a most willing and competent witness. In fact,
 he interprets all the manifestations and utterances of Fitz-dottrell
 in the light of Puritan language and beliefs. Urged by Meercraft,
 the unfortunate victim of possession speaks 
“
languages, ” which  
are to 
Sir
 Poule a manifest proof of the presence of a Devil. The  
principal such speech is a passage of Greek, which in translation
 is this:
Ah! Thrice, four, five, twelve times, or rather ten thou
­
sand times unhappy fate.6
6
Oates
 and O’Neill, eds. The Complete Greek Drama (2 Vols.; New  
York: Random House, 1938), II, 1097. The Greek which Fitz-dottrell speaks
 is this:
Ot/xot κακοδαΖμων, / Kat τρισκακοδαίμων, καί τετράκις,
 καί πεντάκι,ς, / Και δωδεκώα?, καί μνριάκιχ.
The passage is from the Plutus of Aristophanes, and it is spoken
 
by the Informer, who is shortly to lose his “witness,” as Fitz-dottrell
 loses Sir Poule. The Informer 
must
 also give up his very hand ­
some coat for the ragged, dirty coat of the “Just Man.”
This final manifestation of the cloak motif, possession by a
 
devil, is comparable in manner and function to the notable scenes
 which give die resolutions in earlier plays, such as the courts of
 Justice Clement, of Cynthia, of Augustus, of the Avocatori of
 Venice, 
and
 the Puppet show of Bartholomew Fair. In those,  
authority, legal, or moral, or comic, resolves all lines of action in
 terms of the cure of illusion or folly, or punishment where cure
 is not possible.
The manifestations of evil—of Devil-hood—in The Devil is an
 
Asse have been on three levels: The professional, in 
Pug;
 those of  
Earth, in the broker group; and the extreme, the incurable, in
 Fitz-dottrell. Pug, presumably because of his utter ineffectiveness,
 receives what is for him a reward, the escape from Earth to the
 comparative paradise of Plell. The entire broker group, the brilliant
 Meercraft, the unspeakable Everill, Ingine and Traines, the coze
­ner Guilthead, the ladies of fashion, compared with whom 
“
there  
is no Hell
”
 (V,ii,14)—all those who “had worse counsels in’t”—  
even to the Puritan justice, Sir Poule Either-side, are by Manly,
 who at the end of the play is Jonson’s comic spokesman, permitted
 to go virtually unpunished. They are merely exhorted to 
“
repent
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’hem, and be not detected” (V,viii,168). Vices they have, in
 
varying degrees, but not the ultimate vice, folly unredeemed, folly
 put at the service of greed.
But for Fitz-dottrell there is no redemption. When he learned
 
of the departure of Pug from the body of the cutpurse, he abandon
­ed almost all the cloaks—"my land is drown’d indeed” (V,viii,159).
 He keeps, however, one cloak, the false belief that he is a cuck
­old. His essential quality, that which is no cloak and which is
 in essence the Devil, he also keeps: in the words of Manly, "you’ll
 still be an Asse” (V,viii,154).
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MUMMIES AND DUCKS
by John Pilkington
In The Catcher in the Rye, the mummies and ducks are cer
­
tainly among J. D. Salinger’s boldest and most successful inventions.
 Almost as soon as we meet Holden Caulfield, we meet them.
 About half-way through the novel, the mummies and the ducks
 are again forcefully called to our attention, and near the end
 of the book they are once more very much in evidence. Since
 they are present to 
our
 minds in the most important places in  
the novel—the beginning, the middle, and the end—one infers
 that Salinger must have attached considerable importance to them.
 An understanding of their significance may, in fact, contribute
 significantly to our enjoyment of the 
novel.
The reader first encounters the mummies and the ducks when
 Holden Caulfield, who has been dismissed from Pencey Prep for failing four out of five subjects, says good-bye to his history
 teacher, “old Spencer,
”
 During Holden’s visit, Spencer wants to  
discuss Holden’s failure in his history examination. “We studied
 the Egyptians from November 4th to December 2nd,
”
states  
Spencer. He emphasizes the fact that Holden “chose to write about
 them for the optional essay question.”1 Despite Holden’s reluc
­tance to listen, Spencer reads Holden’s answer:
 The Egyptians were an ancient race of Caucasians re
­siding in one of the northern sections of Africa. The latter as we all know is the largest continent in the
 Eastern Hemisphere. ...
The Egyptians are extremely interesting to us today
 
for various reasons. Modern science would still like to
 know what the secret ingredients were that the Egyptians
 used when they wrapped up dead people so that their
 faces would not rot for innumerable centuries. This in
­teresting riddle is still quite a challenge to modern science
 in the twentieth century, (p. 16)
1J. D. Salinger, The Catcher in the Rye (Boston: Little, Brown and Co.,
 
1951), p. 16. Hereafter the page numbers in parentheses refer to this edition.
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“Hot as a firecracker” (p. 16), Spencer refuses to stop. To Holden’s
 
further 
embarrassment,
 Spencer reads the personal note which  
Holden had written at the end of his examination paper:
Dear Mr. Spencer [he read out loud]. That is all I know
 
about the Egyptians. I can’t seem to get very interested
 in them although your lectures are very interesting. It
 is all right with me if you flunk me though as I am
 flunking everything else except English anyway. Respect
­fully yours, Holden Caulfield, (p. 17)
Despite Holden’s statement in the note 
his
 teacher has just read,  
Spencer, as he puts the paper down, asks, “Do you blame me for
 flunking you, boy?” (p. 17). And even after Holden replies nega
­tively, Spencer repeats, 
“
What would you have done in my place? ” 
At this point, many a reader begins to wonder if Spencer is pro
­testing 
too
 much.
Rather incongruously, as Holden himself implies, while he was
 talking to Spencer about his examination failure, Holden was actually thinking of something else. “I was thinking about the la
­goon in Central Park,” relates Holden. “I was wondering if it
 would be frozen over when I got home, and if it was, where did
 the ducks go? I was wondering where the ducks went when the
 lagoon got all icy and frozen over. I wondered if some guy came
 in a truck and took them away to a zoo or 
something.
 Or if they  
just flew away” (p. 18).2
2An interpretation of Holden’s references to the ducks, which differs
 
from the one to be advanced here, has been suggested by 
James
 F. Light,  
“Salinger’s The Catcher in the Rye” Explicates, XVIII (June, 1960), item
 59. Light views Holden’s questions as 
“a
 boy’s attempts to come to terms  
with the 
mysteries
 of life and death.”
In this scene there is, nothing to suggest that either the mum
­
mies or the ducks will ever be more than a minor incident em
­ployed to dramatize Holdens failure in school and his tendency
 towards adolescent day-dreaming. Not even the most perceptive
 reader would be prepared to ask why Holden was thinking about
 the ducks in the lagoon while “old Spencer” lectured him about
 his apparent lack of information about the Egyptians. On the
 basis of this 
scene,
 who would venture to assert that what Holden  
wrote about the 
mummies
 was to him one of the really great facts  
of human history? Since none of these wider levels of meaning
 is even remotely intimated in the exchange between Holden and
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“old Spencer,” the reader quickly dismisses both mummies and
 
ducks and anticipates Holdens subsequent adventures.
Although the reader may forget the ducks, Holden continues to
 
remember them. While riding through Central Park—Holden has
 absent-mindedly given his “regular address” instead of a hotel—
 Holden suddenly asks the taxi driver if he knows “where they
 go, the ducks, when it [the lagoon] gets all frozen over” (p. 78).
 The driver cuts off all conversation with the blunt rejoinder,
 “What’re ya tryna do, bud?” (p. 78). There are persons who
 have no interest in the ducks and care even less what happens
 to them.
The ducks are still 
on
 Holdens mind, however, when on the  
way to Ernie’s, he asks the cab driver, Horwitz, the same question.
 This time Holden is more successful.
“How the hell should I know?” he said. “How the hell
 
should I know a stupid thing like that?
”
“Well, don’t get sore about it,” I said....
“Who’s sore? Nobody’s sore.”
I stopped having a conversation with him, if he was
 
going to get so damn touchy about it. But he started
 it up again himself. He turned all the way around again,
 and said, “The fish don’t go no place. They stay right
 where they are, the fish. Right in the goddam lake.”
“The fish—that’s different. The fish is different. I’m
 
talking about the ducks” I said.
“What’s different about it? Nothin’s different about it.”
 
Horwitz said. . . . “It’s tougher for the fish, the winter
 and all, than it is for the ducks, for Chrissake. Use your
 head, for Chrissake.”
I didn’t say anything for about a 
minute.
 Then I said,  
“All right. What do they do, the fish an  all, when that  
whole little lake’s a solid block of ice, people skating on
 it and all?”
Old Horwitz turned around again. “What the hellaya
 
mean what do they do?” he yelled at me. “They stay
 right where they are, for Chrissake.”
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“
They can’t just ignore the ice. They can’ t just ignore  
it.”
“
Who’s ignoring it? Nobody’s ignoring it! ” Horwitz  
said. . . . “They live right in the goddam ice. It’s their
 nature, for Chrissake. They get frozen right! in 
one
 posi ­
tion for the whole winter.
”
“Yeah? What do they eat, then? I mean if they’re
 
frozen solid, they can’t swim around looking for food
 and 
all.
”
“Their bodies, for Chrissake—what’sa matter with ya?
 Their bodies take in nutrition and all, right through the goddam seaweed and crap that’s in the ice. They got
 
thei
r pores open the whole time. That’s their nature, for  
Chrissake. 
See
 what I mean?” (pp. 107-108)
Since the ducks have now appeared for the third time, the
 
reader begins to pay them more serious attention. This conver
­sation, however, does not appear to provide much of a clue.
 Despite the fact that he refers to Holden’s question about where
 the ducks go in winter as “a stupid thing,” Horwitz cannot really
 answer it. Instead, he begins to talk about the fish, which, he
 implies, are analogous to the 
ducks.
 What would be true of the  
fish would also be true of the ducks. When Holden suggests that
 there is a difference between the fish and the ducks, Horwitz
 loudly denies that there is any difference at all. “What’s different
 about it?” challenges Horwitz. “Nothing’s different about it.” And
 he adds, “It’s tougher for the fish . . . than it is for the ducks, for
 Chrissake. Use your head, for Chrissake.” Holden makes no com
­ment, and then, as if assuming Horwitz’s position, asks what
 the fish do to survive when their customary or natural move
­ments are blocked or thwarted by ice and by people. Horwitz
 replies that the fish adapt themselves by not moving, by knowing
 how to live in the very environment in which one would expect
 them to perish. The fish 
do
 not go anywhere; they conform.  
Despite the vehemence of his dogmatism, Horwitz is not entirely
 convincing, especially when he finally rests his argument upon
 “Mother Nature’s
”
 supposed ability to care of the fish. “If you  
was a fish,” he concludes, “Mother Nature’d take care of you,
 wouldn’t she? Right? You don’t think them fish just die when it
 gets to be winter, do ya?” (p. 109). But Holden is not a fish.
 For all his confidence in his own wisdom, Horwitz has only as
­
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serted that the problems of fish are analogous to those of ducks.
 
The fish can and do adapt themselves to their environment. They
 stay put. They conform. As for the ducks, well, Horwitz really
 does not precisely know. He vaguely assigns them to "Mother
 Nature”; and when Holden starts to raise an objection, Horwitz
 drives off “like a bat out of hell
”
 (p. 109).
The next day Holden walks through the park to the Museum
 
of Natural History. Because it is Sunday, the museum is closed;
 but Holden can remember vividly the pleasure he had received
 from visits to it during his school days. 
“
I loved that damn museum”  
(p. 156), asserts Holden. As he begins to recall the things.’ in the
 museum which meant a great deal to him, he once more asso
­ciates the fish and the ducks.
Then, just before you went inside the auditorium, right
 
near the doors, you passed this Eskimo. He was sitting
 over a hole in this icy lake, and he was fishing through
 it. He had about two fish right next to the hole, that he’d
 already caught. Boy, that museum was full of glass cases.
 There were even more upstairs, with deer inside them
 drinking at water holes, 
and
 birds flying south for the  
winter. The birds nearest you were all stuffed and hung
 up on wires, and the ones in back were just painted on
 the wall, but they all looked like they were really fly
­ing south, and if you bent your head down and sort of
 looked at them upside down, they looked in an even bigger
 hurry to fly south, (p. 157)
As Horwitz had said, the fish are staying in the icy lake. But as
 
Holden has said, the birds are flying south for the winter. Horwitz’s
 analogy and Holden’s. objection are thus restated, but unless the
 dead fish lying beside the Eskimo are taken to imply that the
 conformity of the fish does not necessarily assure their survival,
 the scene adds little to the duck-fish analogy. On the other 
hand, this scene does remind us and Holden of the problem, and it is
 followed at once by Holden’s suggestion to Sally Hayes that they
 run away together.
We have not heard the last of the ducks. At one o’clock on
 
Monday morning, Holden leaves the Wicker Bar and starts walk
­ing toward the park again. “I figured I’d go by that little lake
 and see what the hell the ducks were doing, 
see
 if they were  
around or not. I still didn’t know if they were around or not”
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(p. 199). Holden cannot get the ducks off his mind. Finally, he
 
locates the pond. “But I didn’t see any ducks around,” he says.
 He wants to make absolutely certain. “I walked all around the
 whole damn lake—I damn near fell in 
once,
 in fact—but I didn’ t 
see a single duck. I thought maybe if there were any around,
 they might be asleep or something near the edge of the water,
 near the grass and all. That’s how I nearly fell in. But I couldn’
t find 
any
” (p. 200). The important fact is that the ducks have  
gone. We hear no more about the ducks, but significantly Holden
 leaves the park, goes home to 
see
 Phoebe, and tells her he has  
decided to go out west to Colorado.
The 
persistent
 recurrence of the ducks and the fish in Holden’s  
thoughts attests their importance in the novel. Holden does not
 imply that for him they have more than a literal meaning, but
 for the reader their function must be mainly symbolic. The con
­
versa
tion with Horwitz provides the basic clue to the meaning  
of the ducks (and the fish) as a symbol. Horwitz misses the
 essential difference between the fish and the ducks. When the
 conditions of life become so intolerable that the fish cannot act
 as they ought to act, they 
conform.
 In a similar situation, how ­
ever, the ducks fly away. They escape. Because this difference is
 a vital concern to Holden, he actually goes to the lagoon and
 walks completely around 
it,
 at the risk of falling in, to prove  
to himself beyond all doubt that the ducks have 
gone.
 His reason ­
ing is of course further strengthened by his knowledge gained
 in the 
museum
 that since ages past ducks have always gone  
away. Holden identifies himself with the ducks.
With this symbolic meaning in mind, we can understand the
 
appropriateness of Holden’s thoughts about the ducks in the first
 scene of the 
novel.
 While Spencer is ridiculing Holden’s answer  
about mummies, Holden is thinking about ducks who can escape
 when their surroundings become intolerable. Since Pencey Prep
 has become intolerable, Holden wants to escape. The ducks
 symbolize, that escape. But Salinger allows the reader to be some
­what duped, for not knowing the meaning of the ducks, the reader
 can only attribute Holden’s thoughts to what appears to be his
 customary inattention to academic studies. The reference to the
 ducks seems to vindicate Spencer and Pencey Prep. Only much
 later does the reader possess enough information to sympathize
 with Holden in this first scene.
Salinger handles the mummies in a very similar fashion. In the
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first scene of the novel, the mummies have little meaning to the
 
reader except as proof of Holden’s failure in the examination.
 They are not combined with the fish 
and
 the ducks in the con ­
versations with the taxi cab drivers. When Holden 
narrates
 his  
memories of the museum, he does not explicitly mention 
the mummies, though he refers to the twenty Indians in the war
 canoe, the “big glass case, with Indians inside it rubbing sticks
 together to make a fire, and a squaw weaving a blanket
”
 (p. 157),  
and the Eskimo fishing through the ice. Of 
course,
 these figures  
are not mummies, but Holden’s comment about them—and about
 the ducks and fish—recalls to the reader what he had written
 about the mummies on his history examination paper.
The best thing, though, in that museum was that every
­
thing always stayed right where it was. Nobody’d move.
 You could go there a hundred thousand times, and that
 Eskimo would still be just finished catching those two
 fish, the birds would still be on their way 
south
 . . . and  
that squaw with the naked bosom would still be weav
­ing that same blanket. Nobody’d be different. The only
 thing that would be different would be you. (pp. 157-158)
These figures in the glass cases remain the same. The reader
 
recalls Holden’s statement on his history examination paper that
 the Egyptians were able to keep the faces of dead people from
 changing 
“
for innumerable centuries.”
Very near the end of the novel, Holden returns to the 
museum he loves for a final visit. When two little boys ask him where
 the mummies are, Holden almost glows with enthusiasm.
Boy, I used to know exactly where they were, but I hadn’t
 
been in that museum for years....
“You know how the Egyptians buried their dead?
”
 I  
asked the 
one
 kid.
“Naa.”
“Well, you should. It’s very interesting. They wrapped
 
their faces up in these cloths that were treated with
 some secret chemical. That way they could be buried
 in their tombs for thousands of years and their faces
 wouldn’t rot or anything. Nobody knows how to do it
 except the Egyptians. Even modern science.
”
 (pp. 263-  
264)
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For Holden this fact is tremendously 
important.
 The Egyptians  
had actually been able to keep something from change or rot.
 Modern science cannot accomplish such a feat. The issue is
 dramatically presented as Holden looks at the wall of the tomb.
 “Then, all of a sudden,” 
exclaims
 Holden, “you’d never guess  
what I saw on the wall. Another 'Fuck you.' It was written with
 a red crayon or 
something,
 right under the glass, part of the wall,  
under the stones
”
 (p. 264). In the world around Holden every ­
thing changes, usually for the worse. He pictures what will hap
­pen to his own tomb: “If I ever die, and they stick me in a
 cemetery, and I have a tombstone and all, it’ll say "Holden Caul
­field, on it,, and then what year I was born and what year I died,
 and then right under that it’ll say 'Fuck you.’ I’m positive, in
 fact” (p, 264).
What Holden told the little boys about the Egyptians’ ability
 
to keep things from changing was precisely what he had told
 “old Spencer
”
 at Pencey Prep. To Holden this was the great  
fact of Egyptian civilization, and the one which made it for
­ever different from 
our
 civilization, and the only one that he  
considered sufficiently important to mention on his examination.
 But not until the end of the novel does the reader obtain the
 information which justifies Holden’s answer. Until almost the
 final scene in the novel, 
then,
 the reader is prepared to agree  
with Spencer. “I flunked you in history because you knew ab
­solutely nothing
”
 (p. 15), declares Spencer. As if he has not  
been emphatic enough, Spencer repeats, “Absolutely nothing.” Yet
 a third time, Spencer repeats, “But absolutely nothing.
”
 The irony  
is there, even if its impact cannot be appreciated for the moment.
 By the time the reader has finished the novel, he wants to reply,
 “Not absolutely nothing. Holden knew about the mummies.’ The
 reader might even add that it is no wonder that while Spencer
 was talking Holden was thinking about the ducks who could
 escape by flying away.
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PLATONISM IN THE WORKS
 
OF EDMUND SPENSER
by A. Wigfall Green
Platonism in poetry, if the conception be not destroyed by
 
attempt at definition, consists of the doctrine of the duality of
 being: (1) the visible and transient, which is motivated by (2)
 the invisible and permanent, which is self-motivated. The wor
­ship of beauty seen but fleeting, which continuously flows into
 the unseen but stationary, in moments of rapture may lead to
 vision of the immortal, and possibly even to permanent com
­munion with it.
Spenser was little affected by the tenets of Plato the humani
­
tarian, but, even had he wished, he could not have escaped the
 precepts of Plato the prophet.
He received Platonism from several sources. First, directly: he
 
did know the Greek language and he may have known some of
 Plato’s works in the original, even though he quotes inexactly and
 sometimes as if from memory. Cambridge, Spenser’s university,
 was the center for the study of Plato when he was a 
student,
 and  
Spenser, as 
his
 translation and poetic vocabulary abundantly in ­
dicate, became something of a Greek scholar.
Second, indirectly, from, several sources: through Cicero, for
 
example, and other pre-Christian authors.
Third, also indirectly, through Christianity: 
Spenser
 uses the  
ornate beauty of the ritual of the Roman Catholic Church for
 adornment throughout his works, but that very omateness sudden
­ly becomes the veil for concealing insidious evil, as when the
 Faith, Fidessa, suddenly becomes the Duplicitous, Duessa. Rich
 beauty, overheavy, becomes 
an
 impactment and is removed by  
the denial of truth to the original beauty. At such point Spenser
 becomes puritanical. Spenser was strengthened in his Puritanism
 at Cambridge University, a center of Puritanism in that day. Irre
­concilable as they are, both Platonism and Puritanism are opposed
 and blended in Spenser’s works, especially in The Faerie Queene. St.
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Augustine said that Platonists are almost Christians, and Lorenzo
 
de Medici, with broader vision, declared that no one can be
 either a good citizen or a good Christian without the Platonic
 discipline. His works reflecting little of the asceticism demanded
 by Christianity in his day, Spenser is more a Platonist than a
 Christian.
Fourth, through the Renaissance Neo-Platonists of Italy and
 
France. The philosophic school of Plato, which flourished for a
 thousand years after his death, found reflorescence, after another
 thousand years of inertia, in Italy in the fifteenth century, when
 the doctrines of the master were popularized and transformed.
 Great ecstasy was blended with the futility of Platonism: the
 combination produced such works as those of Michael Angelo,
 which, like the poems of Spenser, are suffused with ecstatic con
­ceptions suggesting anguish in strength, and philosophic hope in
 weakness — an air of vanity brooding over success. Chivalry and
 Christianity, likewise, were combined with Platonism. Marsilio
 Ficino, the chief Italian disciple of Plato, after translating the
 works of his teacher, formed a symposium, at which the literary
 Italians of the day discussed Platonic ideas. Ficino apotheosized
 Plato and introduced him to Florentine altars; and he urged youth
 to adopt Plato’s identity of love and beauty. In the preceding cen
­tury, however, Petrarch, the great Italian contemporary of Chaucer,
 had allied chivalry and Platonism as Dante had done early in the
 fourteenth century.
The Italians in their opinion of woman differed sharply with
 
Plato, who, worldly wise and unromantic, recognized evil in her
 and considered her an inferior being, entitled to less consideration
 than man. The Renaissant Italian, however, having been strongly
 attracted by the tranquil beauty of the Virgin Mary, wove and
 painted countless portraits of her; he carved statues of her in
 stone and wood; and he dedicated to her memory hundreds of
 churches, chapels, and shrines. Such devotion to Mary, who even
 came to be called the mother of all creation, naturally exalted
 woman generally. Dante’s Beatrice and Petrarch’s Laura had only
 to die to be placed in the lady chapel with Mary. The resultant
 beatification of woman was called Petrarchism, which greatly in
­fluenced Spenser, as did the combined graces of  chivalry and
 Platonism in Baldassaare Castiglione’s II Cortegiano. With these
 homogeneous 
elements
 was mingled the Neo-Platonism of Plotinus,  
which commingled Platonic philosophy with the sciences and
 pseudo-sciences of 
his
 day: cosmology, cosmography, geography,  
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astrology, 
astronomy,
 mathematics, demonology, jurisprudence, and  
Oriental and Semitic philosophy. This fifteenth century product
 we call Renaissance Neo-Platonism.
Passing 
into
 France, this Neo-Platonism caused the French,  
through Peter Ramus, to reject Aristotle for Plato. The works of
 the archbishop of Bordeaux, 
Joachim
 du Bellay, best represent  
the influence upon French literature of Platonism, which flowed
 to Spenser in England from both the Italian and the French
 schools.
Turning to the cosmological conceptions of Plato and Spenser:
 
Plato tells us that the world, being tangible and visible and
 therefore sensible, was created according to Nature, and that the
 loveliness of the world and the virtue of the Creator made
it essential that he look to an eternal pattern. God, desiring “that
 all things should be good and nothing bad . . . , finding the whole
 visible sphere not at rest, but moving in an irregular and dis
­orderly fashion,” brought order. “God placed water and air in
 the mean between fire and earth, and made them to have the
 same proportion . . . and thus he bound and put together a visible
 and tangible heaven.” The product is 
“
indissoluble by the hand  
of any other than the framer.”1 Spenser says that the world
 “was formed of a formelesse mas,”2 and that “this worlds great
 workmaister” before his eyes had placed
1All quotations from the works 
of
 Plato are from The Dialogues of Plato  
translated by B. Jowett with an introduction by Raphael Demos (New York,
 1937), hereinafter referred to as Jowett. Timaeus 28-32; Jowett, II, 14-15.
2 All quotations from the works 
of
 Spenser are from The Works of Ed ­
mund Spenser, A Variorum Edition, edited by Edwin Greenlaw, Charles
 Grosvenor Osgood, Frederick Morgan Padelford, and Ray Heffner (Baltimore,
 1932-1949), hereinafter referred to as Greenlaw. "The Teares of the Muses,”
 502; Greenlaw, The Minor Poems, II, 77.
3“An Hymne in Honour 
of
 Beautie,” 29 and 32-33; Greenlaw, The Mi ­
nor Poems, I, 205.
4“An Hymne 
in
 Honour of Love,” 78-79; Greenlaw, The Minor Poems,  
I, 197.
A goodly Pateme to whose perfect mould,
He fashiond them as comely as he could.3
This pattern may be stored secretly in the earth or else in heaven.
 
But
The earth, the ayre, the water, and the fyre,
Then gan to raunge them 
selues
 in huge array.4
The elements battle and change:
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The Fire to Aire, and 
th'
 Ayre to Water sheere,  
And Water into Earth: yet Water fights
With Fire, and Aire with Earth approaching neere:
Yet all are in one body, and as one appeare.5
5
“
Two Cantos of Mutabilitie,” The Faerie Queene, VII, VII, xxv; Green ­
law, VI, 172.
6“An Hymne in Honour of Love,” 87-89; Greenlaw, The Minor Poems,
I, 197.
God, or Love
Did place them all in order, and compell
To keepe them selues within their sundrie raines,
 
Together linkt with Adamantine chaines.6
The cosmos, then, in the works of each author was created by
 
God of the four elements according to a divine pattern. The earth,
 like the Creator, is fair, and its creatures are bound together by
 mutual love.
Plato believed that the earth retained its equipoise through the
 
equability of the surrounding element. He thought, also, that
 man lives some distance below the surface of the true or outer
 earth, where trees and flowers are niore beautiful, colors brighter,
 and jewels and metals richer than in the earth which man in
­habits. In the upper earth are the temples of the gods and the
 dwellings of pure souls; entirely unblemished souls dwell in still
 more stately mansions. There are various chasms in the 
earth, leading to its interior, where flow vast tides of water, hot and
 cold streams, and rivers of liquid mud, and where there is a
 swinging up and down, caused by the flowing of rivers into a
 deep gorge, called Tartarus. The rivers causing the motion are,
 outermost, Oceanus, which encircles the earth; passing under the
 earth and flowing in an opposite direction is Acheron, the outlet
 of which is the Acherusian Lake, where souls of the dead await
 transmigration; the third, Pyriphlegethon, pours into a sea of fire;
 the fourth is the Stygian River, or Cocytus, which receives strange
 powers from Lake Styx, through which it passes.
The dead are judged according to their deeds: those who are
 
incurable are thrust into Tartarus, from which they never return.
 Those who have committed only venial offenses are purified and
 then compensated for their good deeds. Those who have committ
­ed great, but not unpardonable, offenses are thrust into Tartarus,
 but, at the end of a year, they are returned by way of Cocytus,
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whence they are carried as far as the Acherusian Lake, from
 
which they importune their victims to permit them to enter the
 lake. If they prevail, their sufferings end; if not, they are reconvey
­ed to Tartarus for atonement, and thus the process continues until
 they obtain mercy.7
 *
7Phaedo, 112-114; Jowett, I, 496-498. Republic, X, 614-621; Jowett, I,
 
872-879.
8"An Hymne of Heavenly Love’ 218-224; Greenlaw, The Minor Poems,
 
I, 219.
9lbid.,
 
Greenlaw, ibid., 221.
10“An Hymne of Heavenly Beautie,” 50-54; Greenlaw, The Minor Poems,
 I, 223-224.
11Ibid., 78 and 65; Greenlaw, The Minor Poems, I, 224.
12“An Hymne 
in
 Honour of Love’ 278-281; Greenlaw, The Minor Poems,  
I, 278-281.
Spenser, likewise conceiving of heaven, high above the earth,
 
as the abode of God, says:
Then rouze thy selfe, O earth, out of thy soyle, . .
 
Vnmindfull of that dearest Lord of thyne;
Lift vp to him thy heauie clouded eyne, ...
And read through love his mercies manifold.8
He says that “all earthes glorie”
Seeme durt and drosse in thy pure sighted eye,
 
Compar’d to that celestiall beauties blaze.”9
The gods, Spenser moveover says, dwell there just as in Plato’s
 
upper earth: “affixe thine eye,
”
 he says
On that bright shynie round still mouing Masse,
 The house of blessed Gods, which men call Skye, All sowd with glistring stars more thicke then grasse,
 Whereof each other doth in brightnesse passe.10
 *The place of happy souls is heaven, and high above the heavens
 which we may see  are “others farre exceeding these in light.”11  As Plato conceived his lower earth to be a place of trial, so Spen
­ser says:
So thou thy folke, through paines of Purgatorie,
 
Dost beare vnto thy blisse and heauens glorie.
There thou them placest in a Paradize
Of all delight, and ioyous happie rest.12
The Greek Hades is the equivalent of Spenser’s Cave of Mam-
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mon and the hell which Duessa of The Faerie Queene visits. Such
 
places, like the Gulf of Greediness, which devours the waters of
 the earth, are entered through rifts in the surface of the earth,
 in the interior of which lies that
. . . darke dreadfull hole of Tartare steepe,
Through which the damned ghosts doen often creepe.13
 
And in Spenser’s Cocytus the souls “do endlesse waile and weepe,”14
 as they do in
13The Faerie Queene, II, XII, vi; Greenlaw, II, 160.
14Ibid., II, VII, Ivi; Greenlaw, II, 92.
15Ibid., I, V; xxxiii; Greenlaw, I, 64.
16Republic, III, 386-387; Jowett, I, 648;649.
17“An Hymne in Honour 
of
 Beautie,” 50-51; Greenlaw, The Minor  
Poems, 
I,
 205.
18Timaeus, 34; Jowett, II, 16.
. . . the biter waues of Acheron,
Where many soules sit wailing woefully,
 
And come to fiery flood of Phlegeton,
 Whereas the damned ghosts in torments fry,
 And with sharpe shrilling shriekes doe bootlesse cry.15
Plato did not take Hades so seriously as does the average in
­
lightened Christian today. From the works of Homer and other
 poets he would expunge terrifying descriptions of "mansions grim
 and squalid,” of the soul which ""had gone to Hades, lamenting her
 fate, leaving manhood and youth,” of the “soul, with shrilling cry”
 which “passed like 
smoke
 beneath the earth, ” and of souls “with  
shrilling cry” holding together like “bats in hollow of mystic
 cavern.” “Undoubtedly,” Plato says through conversation between
 Socrates and Adeimantus, “we shall have to reject all the terrible
 and appalling names which describe the world below—Cocytus
 and Styx, ghosts under the earth, and sapless shades
”
 because “the  
nerves of our guardians may be rendered too excitable and effemi
­nate by them.”16
Spenser believes that “through infusion of celestiall powre” the
 
Great Workmaster quickened ""with delight
”
 the “duller earth”  
after its creation.17 Analogously but previously Plato created the
 world soul and placed it in the world body: ""eternal God” created
 ""a body, smooth and even, ... a body entire and perfect, and
 formed out of perfect bodies. And in the center he put the soul,
 which he diffused throughout the body.”18
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But what is the nature of God? In both Plato and Spenser, God
 
is identified with the world soul. The soul of the individual seeks
 to possess God, by whom all its ideals are directed. God is the
 complete embodiment of love, wisdom, honor, virtue, happiness,
 and beauty, of which man is constantly in pursuit. God is not
 cold, impartial Justice, rewarding human success 
and
 condemning 
human failure. He is the expression of the psychic ideal. All the
 creatures of God have his attributes; both authors say that God
 created man in his own image but that God is infinitely fairer.
 “God lighted a fire,” Plato says, 
“
which we now call the sun.”19  
But even the sun, being a creature, is less bright than the Creator.
 Spenser likewise says 
“
both Sun and Moone are darke ” compared to  
the “resplendent sparke
”
 of the “Maiestie diuine.”20
19Ibid., 39; Jowett, II, 20.
20“An Hymne of Heavenly Beautie,” 124-126; Greenlaw, The Minor
 
Poems, 
I,
 226.
21Timaeus, 43; Jowett, II, 24.
22“An Hymne 
of
 Heavenly Love,” 106, 110-111, and 113-116; Greenlaw,  
The Minor Poems, I, 216.
23Phaedo, 73; Jowett, I, 456. Meno, 86; Jowett, I, 366.
From the nature of God, let us turn to the nature of man and
 
consider particularly the body and the soul of man. According
 to Plato’s conception, the Creator of the cosmos delegated to the
 created 
gods
 the duty of fashioning the body of man. He himself  
created the human soul, of the 
elements
 of which he made the  
universal soul. The created gods 
“
borrowed portions of fire, and  
earth, and water, and air from the world . . . and welded them  
together . . . making up . . . each separate body
”
 which is “in a  
state of perpetual influx and efflux.” In each body was placed an
 immortal soul.21 Spenser’s God (Love), having first created angels
 like the subordinate gods of Plato, fashioned man of base, vile
 clay, according to a heavenly pattern and
breathd a lining spright
Into his face most beautifull and fayre , . . .
 
Such be him made, that he resemble might
 Himselfe, as mortall thing immortall could;
 Him to be Lord of euery liuing wight,
 He made by loue 
out
 of his owne like mould.22
Plato’s doctrine of the previous existence and intelligence of
 the soul23 is adopted by Spenser, who says that
he raignd, before all time prescribed,
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In endless glorie and immortall might24
24“An Hymne 
of
 Heavenly Love,” 36-37; Greenlaw, I, 214.
25The Faerie Queene, VII, VII, ii; Greenlaw, VI, 166.
26Phaedrus, 250; Jowett, I, 254.
27“
An
 Hymne in Honour of Beautie,” 46 and 141-142; Greenlaw, The  
Minor Poems, I, 205 and 208.
28Laws, X, 904; Jowett, II, 646.
29The Faerie Queene, VII, VII, xviii; Greenlaw, VI, 170.
30Phaedo, 80; Greenlaw, I, 465.
31 “
An
 Hymne in Honour of Beautie’,” 161; Greenlaw, The Minor Poems,  
I, 208.
32 Laws, IX, 870; Jowett, II, 615.
33Ibid., V, 728; Jowett, II, '496.
and he 
continues
 in The Faerie Queene
thou alone,
That art yborne of heauen and heauenly Sire,
 
Can tell tilings doen in heauen so long ygone;
So farre past memory of man that may be knowne.25
Plato believes that "every soul of man has in the way of nature
 
beheld true being” before it was "enshrined in that living tomb
 which we carry about, now that we are imprisoned in the body;
 like an oyster in his shell.”26 Similarly Spenser says that the soul
 is clothed in 
an
 "earthly myne” and that sometimes
a gentle mynd
Dwels in deformed tabernacle drowned.27
"The soul and body,” it is said by Plato, "although not, like
 
the Gods of popular opinion, eternal, yet having once come into
 existence, were indestructible (for if either of them had been
 destroyed, there would have been no generation of living be
­ings).”28 But Spenser distinguishes between body and soul: What
­ever springs from, earth
Yet see we soone decay; and, being dead,
To tume again vnto their earthly slime.29
Spenser then concludes that the body is subject to mortality but
 
is eternal in mutability.
Socrates tells Cebes that "the soul is . . . immortal” and "the
 
body is . . . mortal.”30 Likewise Spenser believes the soul to be
 undying, for he says that "things immortall no corruption take.”31
 32Plato’s theory is that the body exists for the sake of the soul and
 is inferior to it;33 but he thinks that the soul through "forgetfulness
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and vice” may fall to the ground and this soul shall pass “not
 
into any other animal, but only 
into
 man.”34 The converse is  
accepted by Spenser:
34Fhaedrus, 248; Jowett, I, 252.
35“An Hymne 
in
 Honour of Beautie,” 135-138; Greenlaw, The Minor  
Poems, I, 208.
36Phaedrus, 249; Jowett, I, 253.
37The Faerie Queene, III, VI, 33; Greenlaw, III, 88.
38Symposium, 208; Jowett, I, 332..
39“An Hymne 
in
 Honour of Love,” 103-105; Greenlaw, The Minor  
Poems, I, 198.
40Symposium, 208; Jowett, I, 332.
41Phaedo, 113-114; Jowett, I, 497-498.
Therefore where euer that thou doest behold
 
A comely corpse, with beautie faire endewed,
 Know this for certaine, that the same doth hold
 A beauteous soule, with faire conditions thewed.35
“Ten thousand years must elapse before the soul of each one
 
can return to the place from whence she came,” Plato says, “
for she cannot grow her wings in less .... The ordinary good man . . .
 gains wings; in three thousand years.”36 Spenser believes that it may remain “some thousand yeares” and then be “clad with other
 hew.”37
“Love is of the immortal,
”
 Diotima says to Socrates, “for . . .  
the mortal nature 
is
 seeking as far as is possible to be everlasting  
and immortal; and this is only to be attained by generation, be
­cause generation always leaves behind a new existence in the place
 of the old.”38 Spenser likewise says:
But man, that breathes a more immortall mynd,
 
Not for lusts sake, but for eternitie,
Seekes to enlarge his lasting progenie.39
Plato thinks that man accomplishes his purpose through 
the 
“law of succession by which all mortal things are preserved, not
 absolutely the same, but by substitution.
”
 In this way “ the mortal  
body, or mortal anything, partakes of immortality.”40 The concep
­tion of Plato is elaborated by Spenser in “Two Cantos of Mutabili-
 tie
”
 or Cantos VI and VII of Book VII of The Faerie Queene and  
in “The Garden of Adonis
”
 in Canto VI of Book III of the same  
work. Like the souls on the shores of the Acherusian lake “waiting
 an appointed time” to be “sent back to be born again as ani
­mals,”41 Old Genius, the porter of the double gates of “The
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Garden of Adonis,” returns souls to live in mortal state. Upon
 
their return to Adonis, the souls are replanted and
Daily they grow, and daily forth are sent
Into the world, it to replenish more,
but
The substance is not changed nor altered,
But th’only forme and outward fashion.42
42The Faerie Queene, III, 
VI,
 xxxvi and xxxviii; Greenlaw, III, 89.
43Timaeus, 50; Jowett, II, 30.
44The Faerie Queene, VII, VIII, ii; Greenlaw, VI, 181.
45Fhilebus, 64; Jowett, II, 399-400.
46Th
e
 Faerie Queene, II, I, vi; Greenlaw, II, 4.
“Universal nature which receives all bodies,
”
 Plato says, “ must 
be always called the same; for, while receiving all things, she
 never departs 
at
 all from her own nature, and never in any way,  
or at any time, assumes a form like that of any of the things which
 enter into her.”43 Thus Spenser says:
Then gin I thinke on that which Nature sayd,
Of that same time when no more Change shall be,
 
But stedfast rest of all things firmely stayd
Vpon the pillours of Eternity.44
So that there may be no more mutability, in both Plato and Spen
­
ser the individual soul seeks to ally itself to the world soul.
Various ethical conceptions forge together the works of Plato
 
and those of Spenser. The seven virtues which form the subjects
 of the seven books of The Faerie Queene are generally accepted
 as having prototypes in the twelve private virtues of Aristotle;
 but the six virtues of the six complete books of The Faerie Queene
 are found also in the works of Plato.
Truth or Una of the first book is allied to 
Holiness
 or Red Cross  
much as Plato considers Truth to be one of the elements of
 Goodness.45 Spenser then 
expounds
 the Platonic theory that Holi ­
ness is loved because it is holy and dear to God; it is not holy
 simply because it is loved.
The second book of The Faerie Queene has as its leading char
­
acter Sir Guyon or Temperance, described by Spenser as comely,
 upright, demure, and temperate.46 His model is Plato’s Charmides
 or Temperance, the most handsome youth of his time. Plato, like
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Spenser,
 conceives of Temperance as a part of virtue. But Spenser,  
possessed of Christian hostility to compromise with intemperance,
 in the second canto requires Guyon to destroy utterly the Bower
 of Bliss. Plato, much more temperate in his battle with intemper
­ance, goes even so far as to say that Temperance is an invention
 of the weak to protect themselves against the strong.47
47 Gorgias, 492; Jowett, I, 551.
48Laws, VIII, 837; Jowett, II, 587.
49Gorgias, 508; Jowett, I, 569.
50 “An Hymne in Honour of Love,” 86-87; Greenlaw, The Minor Poems,
 
I, 197.
51 The Faerie Queene, IV, III, xxii; Greenlaw, IV, 17 et seq.
52Ibid., IV, III, xlii-xliii; Greenlaw, IV, 27.
53
Lysis,
 207; Jowett, I, 34.
54Laws, VI, 768; Jowett, II, 529. .
Chastity, with which the third book concerns itself, is 
not 
stressed so much in Plato as in Spenser, who wrote under the
 influence of Christian Puritanism. Plato considers wantonness to
 be a municipal menace rather than a matter of strict morality.
 He says, as does Spenser in effect in the third book of The Faerie
 Queene, that the one who reverences the soul "wishes to live
 chastely with the chaste object of his affection.”48
"Friendship and orderliness 
and
 temperance and justice,” Plato  
says, "bind together heaven and earth and gods and men,” and
 "this universe is therefore called Cosmos or order.”49 Spensers
 interest in friendship appears not only in the fourth book of The
 Faerie Queene but in many other places; in one of his hymns, for
 instance, Love took "contrary 
dislikes
 and loued meanes” and  
placed "them all in order,” and created cosmos and friendship.50
 The Platonic identification of souls through friendship is used by
 Spenser in making the soul of Priamond enter the body of Dia
­mond, and that of Diamond enter the body of Triamond, who is
 friend of Cambell, champion of Friendship.51 The three brothers,
 strong and stout and "like three faire branches budding farre and
 wide,” were allied with such affection that it was as if "but one
 soule in them all did dwell.”52 In appearance the brothers are
 much like Plato’s Lysis, or Friendship, who was "not less worthy
 of praise for his goodness than for his beauty.”53
Justice in the Platonic system is a component of virtue and the
 
essential virtue of the state. It is more democratic than that in the
fifth book of The Faerie Queene and is to be shared by all
 citizens: "he who has no share in the administration of justice is
 apt to imagine that he has no share in the state at all.”54 It must
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be accepted that 
“
justice is the excellence of the soul, and in ­
justice 
the
 defect of the soul” and that “the just soul and the just  
man will live well, and the unjust 
man
 will live ill.”55 With Plato,  
justice is a gentle thing; if it is not, the soul will “become bad
 and corrupted.”56 In Spenser, justice, frozen in a Christian mold,
 is regal and impartial but austere:
55Republic, I, 353; Jowett, I, 620.
56 Gorgias, 511; Jowett, I, 572.
57The Faerie Queene, V, Prologue, x-xi; Greenlaw, V, 3-4.
58Protagoras, 356; Jowett, I, 125.
59The Faerie Queene, VI, Prologue v; Greenlaw, VI, 2.
60Symposium, 180; Jowett, I, 309.
61“An Hymne 
in
 Honour of Love,” 265; Greenlaw, The Minor Poems,
I, 202.
Most  sacred vertue she of all the rest,
Resembling God in his imperiall might;
Whose soueraine powre is herein most exprest,
 
That both to good and bad he dealeth right ....
Dread Souerayne Goddesse, that doest highest sit
 
In seate of iudgement, in th’Almighties stead,
 And with magnificke might and wondrous wit
 Doest to thy people righteous doome aread.57
Spenser’s last complete book of The Faerie Queene, that on
 
courtesy, contains many Platonic ideals and emphasizes the one
 which assigns honor and respect to age and to parents. With
 Spenser, Plato says that every 
man
 should be valiant but also  
gentle. Fully aware as he was of the “power of appearance . . .
 that deceiving art which makes us wander up and down and take the things at one time of which we repent at another,”58
 Plato would agree with Spenser that courtesy is
But Vertues seat . . . deepe within the mynd,
And not in outward shows, but inward thoughts defynd.59
The duality of the nature of love was of great interest to both
 
Plato and Spenser. Plato believed that there are two kinds of
 love: the vulgar love of the body, represented by the younger
 Aphrodite, daughter of Zeus and Dione, and the elder or heavenly
 Aphrodite, motherless but the daughter of Uranus.60 Spenser
 recognizes the two kinds of love. Earthly love, he says, fills
one with envy, doubt, and jealousy, which
Doe make a louers life a wretches hell,61
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but celestial love is constantly
Lifting himself out of the lowly dust,
On golden plumes vp to the purest skie,
 
Aboue the reach of loathly sinfull lust.62
62Ibid., 177-179; Greenlaw, I, 200.
63Symposium, 203; Jowett, I, 328.
64“An Hymne in Honour of Love,” 53; 
Greenlaw,
 The Minor Poems,  
I, 196.
65Symposium, 178; Jowett, I, 307.,
66“An Hymne in Honour 
of
 Love, ” 58-75; Greenlaw, The Minor Poems,  
I, 196-197.
67Symposium, 178; Jowett, I, 306-307.
68“An Hymne in Honour 
of
 Love,” 43 and 56; Greenlaw, The Minor  
Poems, I, 196.
68Symposium, 187; Jowett, I, 314.
70“An Hymne in Honour of Beautie,” 197; Greenlaw, The Minor Poems,
 
I, 209.
71Symposium, 212; Jowett, I, 335.
Love, says Plato, is the child of Poverty and Plenty: "When the
 
feast was 
over,
 Penia or Poverty . . . came about the doors to beg.  
Now Plenty, who was the worse for nectar, . . . went into the
 garden of 
Zeus
 and fell into a heavy sleep; and Poverty . . . plotted  
to have a child by him, and accordingly she lay down at his side
 and conceived Love.”63 Spenser likewise says that Love was
Begot of Plentie and of Penurie.64
Plato 
tells
 us that "after Chaos, the Earth and Love, these two,  
came into being.”65 Spenser slightly varies the order: out of
 Chaos crept Love, who created the world.66 Love, Plato says, is
 "a mighty god, and wonderful among gods and men, . . . for he
 is the eldest of the gods.”67 Spenser apostrophizes Love,
Great god of might, that reignest in the mynd, . . .
And yet the eldest of the heauenly Peares.68
True love, Plato says, is harmonious, and "thus music, too, is
 
concerned with the principles of love in their application to
 harmony and rhythm.”69 Spenser likewise says,
For Loue is a celestiall harmonie.70
As love is sprung from God, naturally heavenly love transports
 
the lover back to God, and, "beholding beauty with the eye of
 the mind,” through true virtue may "become the friend of God
 and be immortal.”71 Spenser believes that "loners eyes more
 sharply sighted bee” than those of other men and that the lover
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may 
see
 upon the forehead of his beloved “A thousand Graces  
masking in delight
”
 and on her lips “many millions of chaste  
pleasures” at play.72 Both authors, therefore, believe as certainly
 as do the Italian Renaissance Neo-Platonists that love beautifies —
 often even the unlovely — and exalts both the seer and the seen.
72“An Hymne in Honour 
of
 Beautie,” 232, 253-254, and 259; Greenlaw,  
The Minor Po^ems, I, 210-211.
73Laws, III, 694; Jowett, II, 469.
74Ibid., VI, 781; Jowett, II, 540.
75Ibid., VII, 814; Jowett, II, 568.
76“An Hymne in Honour of Beautie,” 91-98; Greenlaw, The Minor Poems,
 
I, 206.
77 Laws, V, 727; Jowett, II, 495.
78Symposium, 201; Jowett, I, 326. Lysis, 216; Jowett, I, 45.
79“An Hymne of Heavenly Beautie,” 133; Greenlaw, The Minor Poems,
 
I, 226.
The attitude of the Italian Neo-Platonists, inherited by 
Spenser, 
differed sharply from that of Plato regarding woman, as has been
 stated previously. But there is comity of thought between the
 two, and 
it
 may be well to endeavor to find rapport between  
them regarding the beautiful and the good in woman.
No sentimentalist, Plato satirizes woman as an educator of
 
children73 and says that she is “prone to secrecy and stealth”74
 and that, without proper training, she will be cowardly in time
 of danger and 
not
 protect her young as the bird does.75
Even though 
Spenser
 was impelled artistically to encrust wom ­
an with Italian Renais ant gold, he says that beauty is not an
 “outward shew of things, that onely seeme,” and that the white
 and red with which 
“
the cheekes are sprinckled, shal decay,” the  
“rosy leaues” of “the 
lips,
 shall fade and fall away . . . euen to  
corrupted clay,” and the hair or “golden wyre” and the eyes or
 “sparckling stars” 
must
 “turne to dust.”76 As though unable to  
escape the warning of Plato that beauty is inferior to virtue,77
 Spenser’s Duessa becomes a hideous monster, indicative of Spen
­ser’s similar belief that goodness is superior to beauty. The good,
 Plato says, is also the beautiful.78 “For all thats good,
”
 Spenser  
says, 
“
is beautifull and faire.”79 When man, Plato says, “sees the  
beauty of earth” — in which seemingly divine woman is included
 — he “is transported with the recollection of the true beauty; he
 would like to fly away but he cannot; he is like a bird fluttering
 and looking upward and careless of the world below; and . . .
 I have shown this of all inspirations to be the noblest and  high ­est and the offspring of the highest to him who has or shares
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in it, and that he who loves the beautiful is called a lover be
­
cause he partakes of it.”80 By communion with earthly beauty,
 Plato says, one comes closer to divine beauty, and eventually may
 be able “to bring forth, not images of beauty, but realities.”81
 In 
similar
 vein, Spenser adjures the “almightie Spright”
80Phaedrus, 249; Jowett, I, 249.
81Symposium, 212; Jowett, I, 335.„
82“An Hymne 
of
 Heavenly Beautie,” 10-14; Greenlaw, The Minor Poems,  
I 222.
83I
bid.,
 31-35 and 46-47; Greenlaw, The Minor Poems, I, 223.
84I
bid.,
 281-285; Greenlaw, The Minor Poems, I, 230
85Symposium, 212; Jowett, I, 335.
86“An Hymne of Heavenly Beautie,” 294-296; Greenlaw, The Minor
 
Poems, I, 230.
To shed 
into
 my breast some sparkling light
Of thine eternall Truth, that I may show
 Some little beames to mortall eyes below,
 Of that immortall beautie, there with thee,
Which in my weake distraughted mynd I see.82
Then Spenser admonishes one to look on “this wyde vniuerse” and
 
see the 
countless
 creatures “with admirable beautie deckt”; this  
beauty, he says, will grow more fair until to “purest beautie” it
 will “at last ascend.”83 Of his votaries of heavenly beauty Spen
­ser says:
So full their eyes are of that glorious sight,
And senses fraught with such satietie,
That in nought else on earth they can delight,
But in th’aspect of that felicitie,
Which they haue written in their inward ey.”84
Plato says that by possessing absolute beauty and “bringing
 
forth and nourishing true virtue
”
 one may “become the friend  
of God and be immortal.”85 Spenser’s ultimate goal is to cease
 to grieve
And looke at last vp to that soueraine light,
From whose pure beams al perfect beauty springs.86
It may be said in general that neither Plato nor Spenser at
­
tempted a thoroughly organized or congruous philosophic system;
 that Spenser seems at times to have followed Plato closely, in
­dicating that he was familiar with bis work directly, but that
 he was also greatly influenced by the Italian Platonic school, some
 of the works of which he seems to quote from memory, and by
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Christianity which also embodied Platonism; that both authors
 
believed that he who would live nobly must think nobly; and
 that one is inspired to think nobly by the beauties of Nature,
 which, having their origin in God, lead one back to God.
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ROWAN OAK,
 
FAULKNER'S GOLDEN BOUGH
by James W. Webb
Located in South Oxford where Garfield Avenue becomes Old
 
Taylor Road is Rowan Oak, the antebellum, home of William
 Faulkner. The ground on which the home sits was at one time
 part of a section of 640 acres purchased in 1836 from E-Ah-Nah-
 Yea, a Chickasaw Indian, by the real estate firm of Chisholm,
 Martin and Craig. After passing through several 
hands,
 the land  
was purchased in 1844 by Robert B. Shegog, who employed Wil-
 li
am
 Turner, an English architect, to build a two-story plantation  
style home on the portion of the section listed in the land rec
­ords of the local chancery clerk’s office as Lot 54. The beauty
 of the house was considerably enhanced by its being located on
 ground that slopes off to bluffs and ravines on three sides. The
 long curving drive and the walk approaching the steps were
 lined with cedars. Mr. Shegog employed a professional gardener
 to landscape the grounds in front of the 
home,
 which faces south,  
and on the east side.
In 1872, the 
home,
 along with a large portion of land, was  
purchased from Mr. Shegog by Mrs. Julia Bailey. For many years,
 it was referred to by local citizens as the Bailey Place and woods
 
on
 the west side, including what is now a part of the campus of  
the University of 
Mississippi,
 as Bailey’s Woods. A large part of  
this rugged area was unsuited for building homes or for culti
­vation and was therefore allowed to remain in its. natural state.
 The woods, and streams, and fresh water springs served as a
 haven for all kinds of birds and small animals. The springs attract
­ed picnickers and the woods attracted the boys of Oxford who
 used the area as a sort of happy hunting ground for whatever
 woods have to offer young boys—hunting, swimming, or just stroll
­ing.
In 1923, the Bailey place was inherited by Mrs. Sallie Bailey
 
Bryant of Coffeeville and was rented to Mr. and Mrs. Claude
 Anderson of College Hill. They ran a dairy and chicken farm
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and sold milk, eggs and farm produce to Oxford residents. After
 
a time the home began to show evidence of deterioration.
Sartoris, William Faulkner’s first novel in the saga of Yoknapa-
 
tawpha County, was published on January 31, 1929. His "postage
 stamp
”
 world was now about to become his province and he was  
about to find himself established as a writer. On June 20, 1929,
 according to the records of the circuit clerk’s office of Lafayette
 County, he married Mrs. Estelle Oldham Franklin, his child
­hood sweetheart, in the Old College Hill Presbyterian Church
 some six 
miles
 northwest of Oxford.1 The ceremony was per ­
formed by the Reverend W. D. Hedleston. The Faulkners set
 up housekeeping in an upstairs apartment in the home of Miss
 Elma Meek on University Avenue. In the following October an
­other novel, The Sound and the Fury, made its appearance. Dreams
 and plans were now materializing. The old Bailey Place was still
 for sale. With this place in his possession, Faulkner, like some of
 his fictional characters, could take satisfaction in looking across
 his own land. He might even be able to arrange for the purchase
 of the Bailey Place, restore the 
house,
 which was rapidly approach ­
ing a state of decay, and thereby identify himself with the old
 Colonel Falkner, railroad builder, property owner, and writer.
1The name is spelled “Falkner” in the record 
of
 the circuit clerk’s office.
In the old South it will be recalled that anyone without prop
­
erty was without the respect of his neighbors. Faulkner was
 not unaware of this fact. He now felt that he could pay for this
 home 
out
 of his earnings as a writer. Most certainly he must  
have had hopes. During the great 
depression,
 even an established  
writer with a publisher must have had a streak of optimism to
 launch into such a venture.
Miss Sallie Bailey, the owner of the Bailey Place, had married
 
Mr. Will Bryant, who possessed large land holdings, near Coffee
­ville and Grenada, Mississippi. Much of this land was in Skuna
 Valley, now covered by the water of Grenada Dam. Mrs. Bryant
 could not maintain the Bailey house with personal care; and
 as a consequence, the home fell into a state of disrepair. One
 individual considered it for a place to raise horses and other
 kinds of stock. It was at this time that William Faulkner, with
 some of the proceeds from the sales of The Unvanquished in hand,
 approached Mrs. Bryant. In April, 1930, she agreed to sell the
 home on the 
basis
 of a deed of trust. Faulkner arranged to pay  
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for it over a period of time. He and his bride moved in and be
­
gan restoration of the antebellum 
home.
 The Old Sartoris blood  
of the past—or at least its counterpart—was now moving the
 young writer to establish a 
name
 and position for himself and  
family to be reckoned with and respected. On 
one
 occasion he  
even told a local bill collector that the day would come when the
 Faulkner signature would have value as an autograph. Since
 Faulkner was as handy with carpenter’s tools as he was with
 the pen, he spent the next few years combining the work of a
 carpenter with that of a writer. On February 9, 1931, Sanctuary,
 "that horrible book,” as it was whispered about Oxford, made
 its appearance. In the preface he had written, 
"I
 hope you will  
buy it and tell your friends and I hope they will buy it too.
”
These were the depression years and money was scarce with
 
everyone. The last payment on the house was made in February
 10, 1938, and a warranty deed was granted to Faulkner. Mrs.
 Maggie Lea Stone of Coffeeville, daughter of Mrs. Bryant, re
­calls in a letter September 23, 1963, to this writer, the transaction
 as follows:
Just why he [William Faulkner] is giving a D T /Deed
 
of Trust] to mother I can’t say, but I know William well
 enough to think he was protecting her interest in the
 home. He moved right in after they agreed on the sale.
 Times were hard and William just paid along as he got
 hold of some money. Sometimes a good payment, often
 very small. You 
see
 it was 1938 before Mother gave him  
a deed to the 
home.
 Mother was so eager for him to  
have the home because he wanted to maintain it ex
­actly as it was, and always had been. Every other per
­son who offered to buy, wanted it for commercial pur
­poses. One even wanted to make a mule farm out of
 it. Imagine! ! !
In another letter, dated July 18, 1963, and in conversation,
 
Mrs. Stone recalled the close friendship which developed be
­tween Faulkner and members of her family, especially with Mr.
 Will Bryant, her father. Mr. Bryant was getting well along in
 years; and characteristic of old people, he spent long hours with
 the silent and attentive writer calling to mind old times and old
 families of the region. In a rather melancholy mood he often call
­ed attention to some of the old values and traditions that had
 failed to seep down to later generations. In fact, some of the
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old families, according to his observation, had gone to pot. Even
 
the old family cemetery plots had been neglected.
Mr. Bryant, like his daughter, possessed a large library and
 
read a great deal. Histories and biographies were his choice
 reading. A letter from Faulkner to Mrs. Maggie Lea Stone of
 April 6, 1940, gives evidence of a common interest of the two
 men in 
“
these documentary-historical-personal records.” One of  
the books that Faulkner borrowed, read, 
and
 returned by mail  
was The Plantation Overseer by John Spencer Bassett (1925).
 Faulkner writes, “Being a book man myself, I try to be very
 careful with all books, and with borrowed ones particularly.”
From 1930 through 1951, Faulkner produced almost a book a
 
year. In February, 1938, the deed of trust was exchanged for a
 warranty deed. The home was now his. He worked on the home
 as profits from his writings came in and as time permitted. Much
 work had to be done. Water and electricity had to be provided
 and a new roof was needed. Faulkner jacked up the house and
 replaced old beams with new ones. He arranged with “Rusty”
 Patterson, a local carpenter and painter, to take charge of the
 job and he served as helper. Writer and carpenter found mutual
 pleasure and even companionship in working together. The house
 had to be painted, and much of this work 
too
 was done by  
Faulkner. Later more rooms were added, including the study,
 or office, which was added back of the library. In plantation
 homes such a room was not referred to as the study or as the den.
 It was always referred to as the office. It was indeed a very pri
­vate office. Here Faulkner did much of his writing. A single bed
 was provided for rest periods. In the cool of the evening after
 the “agony and the sweat” in writing of the “conflict of the heart
 with itself,” he 
sat
 on the east porch, smoked his pipe, reflected,  
and looked at his rose garden. This was his favorite time of day.
 It was a most peaceful time, especially in summer. After he be
­came famous he found that the curious rode out to get a glimpse
 of him—as he would say—to 
see
 whether he had two heads. For  
greater privacy, a brick wall was constructed from the corner
 of the front porch east to the woods. The wall was soon covered
 with roses and ivy vines. The author could now sit on a bench
 in the rose garden in relative peace, smoke his pipe, and reflect.
Since Faulkner was a lover of horses and since his young
 
daughter Jill was just as enthusiastic about them as he, the next
 project was to build a stable down in the paddock. Faulkner
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drew the design and did much of the work. He even added a
 
small cupola 
on
 the center of the roof. The paddock was en ­
closed with a ranch style board fence which was whitewashed.
With such a comfortable and beautiful home down 
on
 Gar ­
field Street (a part of Old Taylor Road) at the end of a long
 row of cedars, Faulkner was able to find as much peace and pri
­vacy as a famous person could hope to find in the world. He
 felt that the home should be appropriately named. He had been
 reading Frazer’s Golden Bough and there he found it—“Rowan
 Oak.” This was back in the thirties, not long after he and Mrs.
 Faulkner had taken their abode there. The name was most ap
­propriate. It was already associated with tradition, meaning,
 security, and, peace. According to forestry manuals and standard
 dictionaries, the rowan tree is not a true oak but rather it is of
 the ash or apple family. Its white flowers are followed by red
 (roan) berry-like pomes, which are sometimes referred to as
 rowan berries. The Eurasian variety is indigenous to Scotland and
 to parts of Russia. The American variety is found in the Ap
­palachian range.2 Here the tree, in addition to being called the
 rowan oak or mountain oak, is variously known as mountain
 sumac, wine tree, life-of-man, rowanberry, dogberry, Miss-Moosey
 (because the inner bark is a staple diet of the moose), and the
 Venus tree.3 Boris Pasternak, another Nobel Prize winner, devotes
 a chapter to the rowan tree in his work, Doctor Zhivago, and
 allows its fruit to serve symbolical purposes. Actually it served
 as a place of refuge and as a source of food in time of great need.
 Early in the chapter called “The Rowan Tree,” Pasternak writes:
2"The Rowan Tree in the Taiga,” American Forests, LXVIII (April,
 
1962), 11.
3Sir James 
George
 Frazer, The New Golden Bough — A New Abridg ­
ment of the Classic Work, edited, and with Notes and Foreward by Theo
­dore H. Gaster (New York: Anchor Books — Doubleday & Company, Inc.,
 1961), pp. 307, 312, 347, and 155.
The forest was autumnally bare, so that you could see
 
into it as through an open gate; here a splendid, solitary,
 rust-colored rowan tree has alone kept its leaves. Grow
­ing on a mound that rose above the low, squelchy, hum
­mocky marsh, it reached into the sky holding up the flat
 round shields of its hard crimson berries against the
 leaden, late autumn sky. Small birds with feathers as
 bright as frosty dawns—bull-finches and tomtits—settled
 on the rowan tree and picked the largest berries, stretch-
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ing 
out
 their necks and throwing back their heads to  
swallow them.4
4Boris Pasternak, Doctor Zhivago, Translated from the Russian by Max
 
Hayward and Manya Harari (New York: Pantheon Books, Inc., 1958), pp.
 352-353.
Faulkner gave his home its name long before Pasternak’s novel
 
appeared in America, but it is somehow significant that a copy
 of this work is to be found on the bookshelf in his office just
 to the left of his writing table. To say the least, Pasternak’s ac
­count of the rowan tree would confirm Faulkner’s choice of the
 name for his beloved home. Here and there in Frazer’s Golden
 Bough, one finds that in Sweden, Germany, and Scotland, accord
­ing to ancient legends in the folklore of these 
countries,
 the  
rowan tree has properties that, when properly applied, will ward
 off evil. If one placed a rowan cross over the door it would pre
­vent witches from milking the cows. Often various ceremonials
 were carried out involving pieces of rowan wood. In Norway and
 Sweden one finds that certain magical properties were ascribed
 to the flying rowan (flögrönn), that variety which grows some
­what like the mistletoe on another tree or even in the clefts of
 rocks. A traveller chewing a bit of this plant did not run the
 risk of being lost in the woods.
One afternoon at Rowan Oak this writer did ask Mrs. Faulkner
 
whether Mr. Faulkner had ever attempted to grow a rowan oak
 on the grounds. She replied that he had made one attempt but the
 tree did not live. 
She
 went on to say that another attempt might  
be made at some time in the future. Anyway, here in 
this
 haven,  
Faulkner hoped to find a measure of seclusion and peace.
The grounds about the home are surrounded by woods, especial
­
ly to the west and north. To the west the paddock adjoins the
 southwest comer of the Ole Miss campus. Here 
one
 finds bluffs,  
streams, springs, and thickets of dogwood, buckeye, wild grape
­
vines
 and other kinds of vegetation. Squirrels, quail, and other  
kinds of small animal life abound 
here.
 These woods and thickets  
are penetrated by winding trails used for strolling, hunting, and
 as shortcuts from South Oxford to the University campus. Faulk
­ner along with his brothers and other boys of the Oxford and
 University communities spent much time in these woods. In his
 last years he walked these trails alone and on occasion rode his
 horse over them. Late in the afternoon and at night 
the
 woods  
seem to take on a dark and mysterious 
aspect.
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Some twelve years ago Faulkner walked out early one spring
 
morning into his back garden. Early morning was a favorite time
 of day for him. There had been a heavy rainstorm the night before.
 There behind the old brick carriage house, he found that his an
­cient pear tree had fallen. What could he 
do
 about it? The tree  
was fourteen inches in diameter and rotten in the center. Rais
­ing it would pose a problem; probably it was impossible. 
He thought of destroying it completely by cutting it off at the
 ground. The more he pondered the more he was inclined to de
­lay its destruction. In the meantime the old tree, bent and
 broken, insisted on living; 
and
 in the following spring it put  
forth long thin limbs, reaching skyward. The next spring the
 long thin limbs were loaded with white blossoms. The blossoms
 disappeared leaving tiny green pears. He decided not to remove
 the tree for a while, but he did plant a young pecan tree nearby
 to take the place of the old tree when it 
died.
 The following  
spring the old tree blossomed again and brought forth fruit in
 abundance, despite the open wound and decayed center. It was
 raised from the ground and propped in a half reclined position
 with old fence posts. The little pecan tree continued to grow in
 anticipation of the day that the area would be its own. This spring
 the old pear tree bloomed forth again 
and
 is now loaded with  
little green 
pears.
 For some twelve years in this tortured state  
it has lived 
and
 prevailed and borne fruit in abundance there in  
the garden behind the old carriage house of Rowan Oak.
Almost immediately upon moving into Rowan Oak, Faulkner
 
took over the large front room on the left as his library. Here
 he did much of his writing. Mrs. Faulkner supervised the task
 of repapering the house. When she got around to the library,
 Faulkner called a halt. The commotion made by this business
 would disrupt his writing. His spirit 
still
 seems to inhabit this  
room and the office. This room and this office are today exactly  
as he left them, and here one finds the atmosphere, the charm,
 and a bit of Faulkner.
As already mentioned, Faulkner, while restoring Rowan Oak,
 
added the room—his office—his very own—adjoining the library
 with a small hallway between. A private back entrance was a
 necessity so that he could slip in and 
out
 without disturbing  
the rest of the household or being disturbed.
Here at the west window, overlooking the grounds down to
 
his stable and the paddock, with full view of his beloved horses,
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was placed a simple table for his typewriter with room left for
 
his pipe and ash tray. To the left within easy reach is a bookshelf
 
for
 books, notebooks, papers, horse liniment, and trinkets of var ­
ious kinds. On the right is a fireplace. A room is not completely
 comfortable without a fireplace. With head to the 
east
 wall is a  
small bed for rest periods. Upon entering the office one sees on
 the right the little fold-top desk that Faulkner and his stepson
 Malcolm had made as a joint project. There one finds a copy of
 the New Testament, a set of drafting equipment, a half used can
 
of
 tobacco (“My Mixture” ), compounded by Alfred Dunhill of  
London.
Behind 
the
 head of the bed on the wall from left to right is  
an outline of A Fable written in Faulkner’s own hand. There is no
 doubt that he hoped A Fable would be his magnum opus because
 he spent much time pondering the story and doing the writing. He
 even made a visit to France and went over the old battlefields of
 World War I. He wrote the outline at eye level on the pristine
 white wall and covered the lettering with shellac. He could 
sit
 at  
the little portable typewriter in front of the west window of his
 office and peck away. With a little imagination one can see him
 pause, turn in that straight ladder-back chair and review the out
­line across the room.
Rowan Oak, here in the middle of his own postage-stamp
 
world, meant a great deal to William Faulkner. From time to
 time he left for other parts of the world, but he always returned
 to spend his time mending fences, riding Stonewall and Tempy,
 walking, planting pecan sprouts and dogwood, visiting friends,
 and writing. The early spring of 1962 found him returning to
 these activities. Before he and Mrs. Faulkner left for other areas
 he assured himself that Earl Wortham and Andrew Price would
 look after his horses, that Wade Ward would look after his jeep,
 and that his sister-in-law, Miss Dorothy Oldham would see that
 the home was kept inviolate. Sometimes in his calls from far
 away places, he cautioned that his young trees might need
 watering. Rowan Oak was his golden bough, the place which
 gave him the measure of seclusion, protection, and peace that
 he was able to find in the world.
William Faulkner died on July 6, 1962, and it was from Rowan
 
Oak that his remains were taken to be placed in the local ceme
­tery. Today, the home is as he left it. Approximately a hundred
 yards from the highway, in a spacious setting of cedars, oaks,
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and magnolias—except for the sounds of nature—the grand old
 
home commands an atmosphere of quiet and peace.
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WILLIAM FAULKNER'S
 
FLIGHT TRAINING IN CANADA
by A. Wigfall Green
“I created a cosmos of my own,” William Faulkner said to
 
Jean Stein in New York in midwinter just after 1956 had emerged.
 “I like to think of the world I created as being a kind of key
­stone in the Universe.
”
 He was speaking, obviously, of the small  
world of his fiction which reflected in miniature the great world
 of fact.
“The reason I don’
t
 like interviews,” he said, turning from  
his novels to himself, 
“
is that I seem to react violently to personal  
questions. If the 
questions
 are about the work, I try to answer  
diem. When they are about me, I may answer or I may not, but
 even if I do, if the same question is asked tomorrow, the answer
 may be different.”1
And he might have said more: that he as mythmaker enjoyed
 
deluding the public concerning his entire background. The New
 Albany, Mississippi, Gazette for November 5, 1964, published
 exactly seventy-five years after the murder of his great grand
­father, says that myths were told about the death of his great
 grandfather by “none other than the late great grandson, William
 Faulkner, himself.
” He was inconsistent — seemingly deliberately so — in the spell
­ing of his name, and he was misleading in making statements about his flying and about his war experiences generally.
His 
name
 first appears in the meticulous Who’s Who in America  
for 1928-1929, volume 15. The name is listed “FALKNER, William
 (surname orginally Faulkner).” After a few other words appears
 the 
statement,
 “Served with British Royal Air Force, 1918.” In this  
volume and in volume 16 there is no cross-reference to “FAULK
­NER, William.” Such cross-reference begins in volume 17 for
 1932-1933: “FAULKNER, William, author; see William Falkner,
” and again, as in all subsequent volumes through 28 for 1954-1955,
1The Paris Review, Vol. 4, No. 12, Spring 1956, 52 and 28.
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main entry and cross-reference are identical to those just given,
 
as is the refrain, "Served with British Royal Air Force, 1918.”
 Beginning with volume 29 for 1956-1957 
and
 continuing through  
volume 32 for 1962-1963, the name is listed "FAULKNER (Falk
­ner), William,
”
 and the stereotype runs on to the end of his life  
"Served with British Royal Air Force.” The refrain appears also in
 Who's Who in the South and Southwest, fifth edition, 1956. The
 company which publishes both works sends proof at least once
 a year to each biographee for correction. No correction, other
 
than
 that noted, was made. Yet when Faulkner saw the copy  
that Phillip E. Mullen had prepared at the time of the award of
 the Nobel Prize and read, "Served with the RCAF in World War
 I,
”
 he commented, "I was a member of the RCAF! [sic]—I didn’ t 
see any service.”
What is meant by "originally Faulkner” is questionable: his
 great grandfather spelled his name without the u. The Old French common noun, from which the proper name probably came, has
 the u, but the Latin word has no u.
British in "British Royal Air Force” is ambiguous: it may suggest
 
inclusion of the Canadian force, or 
it
 may suggest exclusion of  
that force; and it may imply — as perhaps it was meant to —
 many things about the citizenship of the person in the British
 Royal Air Force without necessarily confining that person to one
 country. Initially it implies exclusion of the citizen of the United
 States. But even a halfpenny tallow candle would be extravagant
 to throw academic light through the fog impishly conjured up by
 Faulkner.
The Royal Air Force Canada was organized on April 
1,
 1918.  
Faulkner became a member of this force — 
and
 he must have  
known the exact name of it and should have used it consistently in
 formal biographic collections — on July 10, 1918.
In the early thirties, when Faulkner was beginning to dis
­
tinguish himself, the critics who even touched his life had an
 extremely difficult time because of the paucity of biographic ma
­terial, the puckishness of Faulkner, and the distinction that they
 felt should have been made by Faulkner and his friends between
 the created stories and the facts of his life. In the light of ma
­terials sold to universities or deposited by Mr. Faulkner or mem
­bers of his family in libraries during the past decade, 
it
 is much  
easier to determine the correctness of statements than it was
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in the thirties. But scholars of the sixties are also susceptible to
 
error, for it is probable that only a small part of the 
material pertaining to Faulkner and his works is even now available to
 serious scholars, and what is available must be subjected to in
­telligent analysis.
Shortly before “A Rose for Emily” was published in April 1930,
 
in what was to become volume LXXXIII of Forum, Faulkner
 seemingly sent to the 
editors
 an account which was published  
at page lvi of accounts of the authors. He said:
War 
came.
 Liked British uniform. Got commission R.
F. C., pilot.
Crashed. Cost British gov’t 2000 pounds. Was still pilot.
Crashed. Cost British gov’t 2000 pounds.
Quit. Cost British gov’
t
 $84.30. King said, “Well done.”
Some of the statements are credibl . “Liked British uniform”  
should be considered in the light of his brother’s statement: “But
 this uniform stopped traffic
”
 and people decided that “he was  
a ‘Rooshian’ general.
”
 The loss to the government for the destruction  
of each plane, 2,000 pounds, is approximately correct: 
it
 is stated  
in the fourth of four parts of Canadas First Air Training Plan,
 published by the Air Historical Section of the Royal Canadian
 Air Force, page 22, that each JN-4 cost $7,625, including $2,375
 for each of the OX Curtiss engines. And it probably cost the
 Canadian government no more than $84.30 to demob Faulkner.
 Only recently with official records available have we come to
 know — or care — that he received a commission not at the be
­ginning of his service, as he says, but at the end of it; that he serv
­ed not in the Royal Flying Corps (inconsistent, of course, with
 his statement in Who’s Who in America that he served in the
 British Royal Air Force) but in the Royal Air Force Canada when
 the Royal Flying Corps was one of the two units merged to
 create the Royal Air Force Canada; that he did not “quit” but
 was “demobbed”; that he did not twice crash when there is no
 official record to 
state
 that he crashed any plane or was injured  
in a crash, or that he was shot down in any plane. 
Nor
 is there  
any official record to indicate that he saw service abroad.
But many of the biographic sources before the sixties imply
 
or state that he saw service in Europe or that he 
was
 injured.  
Three collections — and many others could be included — were
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published in New York by The H. W. Wilson Co., held in high
 
regard by the better librarians of the nation. One of 
them,
 Living  
Authors, not only gives the wrong place of birth of Faulkner, viz.,
 Ripley, where his brother John was bom, instead of New Albany,
 but also makes other incorrect or questionable statements at page
 121: he joined "the Canadian Flying Corps. When the armistice
 was signed he was a Lieutenant, with wounds resulting from a
 plane crash.” Another, Current Biography, published in 1951, at
 page 191 says: “In World War I he joined the Canadian Flying
 Corps .... 
Some
 sources of information say that he gained the  
rank of lieutenant in the British Royal Air Force in 1918 and
 saw service in France.” Faulkner himself, through the years, con
­firmed the statement that he had served in the British) Royal Air
 Force. The third, Twentieth Century Authors, 1942, says at page
 439: “Flying caught his imagination, but he refused to enlist
 with the 'Yankees,’ so he went to Toronto and joined the Canadian
 Air Force, becoming a lieutenant in the R.A.F. Biographers who
 say he got no nearer France than Toronto are mistaken. He was
 sent to France as an observer, had two planes shot down under
 him, was wounded in the second shooting, and did not return
 to Oxford until after the armistice.” And all these statements were
 made in good faith after careful collection and sifting of state
­ments made by Faulkner and his friends. But the basic hypothesis
 was incorrect: that a modest man like Faulkner would give only
 bare fact to Who’s Who in America but the glamorous elements
 of his service might be extracted from him and collected from
 his friends — "facts” about the man who might answer the same
 question in a different way tomorrow. Today under his grassy
 mound he smiles derisively at each of his biographers who comes
 to drop a reluctant tear or two upon the green sod.
As a boy, William saw a balloon crash 
on
 two outbuildings of  
his home place. His only living brother, Murry C. Falkner, says
 in a letter of December 13, 1964, to the author and James W.
 Webb that when the balloonist landed on the roof of the chicken
 house a jug of whiskey, which he held tenaciously, smashed si
­multaneously. 
His
 brother also says in a letter of March 6, 1964,  
that William had told him he celebrated the armistice with good
 drinking whiskey and a flight in a Spad which he crashed
 through a hangar roof. But William decorated even this story: to
 high school journalism students and teachers, including Emily
 Whitehurst (later the wife of Phil Stone, closest friend of Faulk
­ner), he told not only of crashing through a hangar roof but of
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being left, strapped in by his belt, hanging head down. The
 
position made it very difficult for him to drink his whiskey be
­cause the landing-place for it was higher than the going-in-place.
As a result of a plane accident, Phil Stone told his nephew
 
Jack, William had a silver plate in his head. And Louis Cochran,
 a colleague of Faulkner at the University of Mississippi, says in
 a manuscript approved by Phil Stone that William "did win bis
 epaulets as a flier, and managed to smash one flying ship 
for good King George with damage only to the Crown.”
Just what did Faulkner 
do
 as a flier during World War I? The  
answer must be that we know little more than we knew in 1918;
 and sometimes the more information we have the more mystified
 we are. Some of our uncertainty stems from Faulkner’s desire to
 be a legend. Some of his friends in good faith repeated his
 fictitious or apocryphal stories; others, penetrating the fiction,
 wanted to protect him and retold them seriously; others, recogniz
­ing the humor in them, retold them as jokes.
Out of the maze of myth, thanks to the generosity of a wing
 
commander who directs. Air Force History and a civilian counter
­part in the Air Historical Section of the Royal Canadian Air
 Force — both of whom wish to remain anonymous — and to W.
 E. (Jack) Stone, flier, air historian, and banker previously re
­ferred to, it is possible to recreate the regimen of Faulkner in
 Canada.2
2Material for this section is taken from Canadas First Air Training Plan
 
(n.d.) published in Ottawa in four parts by the Royal Canadian Air Force
 and from correspondence with the division of Air Force History, RCAF, 
and the Air Historical 
Branch
 of the Air Ministry, London.
In mid-1918, when William Cuthbert Faulkner went to Canada
 
to receive flying instruction, the RAF Canada in that country had
 organized and was administering a superior program. Before dis
­cussing the program, however, a few comments upon the humble
 origin of the program, a glance at some of the colorful figures
 associated with it, and the international renown of its esprit de
 corps may set up an appropriate backdrop for Cadet Pilot Faulk
­ner and account for his desire to become a part of the organiza
­tion.
Even though World War I had begun on July 28, 1914, no at
­
tempt had been made before the war, or was made early in 
the war, by the Canadian government to train fliers. Nearly a year
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later, in May 1915, a private school was established by Curtiss
 
Aeroplanes and Motors Limited of Toronto. Operating until the
 fall of 1916, this school graduated 129 and partially trained 300
 more. Even those in the latter category were accepted by the
 Royal Flying Corps and the Royal Naval Air Service. Among the
 instructors in this school were Bert Acosta, after the war 
one
of  
the most famous fliers of the United States, and Guy Gilpatric,
 less famous for his flying than for his creation of a fictional char
­acter called Mr. Glencannon.
Many other Canadians trained in schools in the United States at
 
a charge of from $250 to $650. If they were later accepted by the
 RFC or the RNAS, a part of the expenditure was reimbursed.
Heavy losses in the Battle of the Somme expedited a plan
 
considered by the Imperial Munitions Board in early 1916 to
 construct an aircraft plant and set up a flying school in Canada.
 On December 15, 1916, Canadian Aeroplanes Limited was in
­corporated, and on December 21 plans were made by the new
 Air Board to form Canadian training squadrons. On January 19,
 1917, Lieutenant Colonel C. G. Hoare, 39th Central India Horse
 and RFC, arrived to command the RFC in Canada. Recruitment
 began, as did construction of planes, specifically Curtiss JN—4’s,
 popularly called Jennys. This two-seated biplane weighed 2,100
 pounds, had a wing spread of less than forty-four feet, and ran
 at a maximum speed of seventy-five miles an hour. By April
 1917 the first pilot cadets were working hard on the ground and
 flying in the air.
The Cadet Wing at first occupied buildings on loan by the
 
University of Toronto. The nucleus of a squadron flew at Long
 Branch, a suburb of Toronto. On May 2, 1917, training began at
 the new aerodrome at Borden, the largest RFC field in Canada.
 At Borden, two training squadrons, 80 and 82, were first formed,
 and later five squadrons, 78 through 82, were in full operation.
 A flying station was then established at Deseronto, with flying
 divided between fields at Mohawk and Rathbun. By the end of
 May 1917 Deseronto was operating X Squadron, the first training
 unit of the RFC in Canada, and squadrons 83, 84, 86, and 87.
 While fields were being completed at Leaside and Armour Heights,
 four additional 
squadrons
 were operating out of Deseronto.
During the summer of 1917 the commander of one of the squad
­rons at Mohawk was Captain Vernon Castle, fresh from brilliant fly
­ing in France. Around and around the field he drove his Stutz
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Bearcat with a monkey squatting on his shoulder. The most grace
­
ful and beautiful of all American dancers, Vernons wife, Irene,
 tells us that her husband during that training period secreted her
 in a Jenny and took her for a spin. The squadron went to Texas
 in the autumn to spend the winter. There Vernon crashed and was
 killed. Irene, painfully but poetically, recorded her memories in
 Castles in the Air.
At this time, William Cuthbert Faulkner was but twenty years
 
old. An organization like the Royal Flying Corps in Canada would
 make great appeal to him. But he waited until he was twenty-one
 to sign up, although, under existing regulations, a boy of eighteen
 might have joined.
The United States, meanwhile in April 1917, entered the war.
 
A training arrangement mutually beneficial to Canada and the
 United States was made. The RFC in Canada would train ten
 squadrons for the United States Signal Corps, and the United States
 would grant to the RFC training and winter flying facilities. Under
 the terms of this agreement, in July 1917, 1,400
 
cadets from the Unit ­
ed States Signal Corps and about twenty-four cadets from the Unit
­ed States Navy arrived in Canada for training. One of the Navy
 cadets was James Forrestal, later Secretary of the Navy and
 Secretary of Defense of the United States.
On April 1, 1918, the Royal Flying Corps and the Royal Naval
 
Air Service were merged and the combination was called the
 Royal Air Force Canada. Bill Faulkner determined to join the
 RAF Canada. The outfit had a recruiting station in New York,
 where, officially, recruiting was restricted to that of British sub
­jects living in the United States. The usual story is that Faulkner
 convinced the recruiting authorities that he was a British subject
 and was accepted. It is a fact, however, that the New York station,
 at which he joined, and others in the United States, did not con
­fine themselves to the recruitment of British subjects.3 In any
 event, William Cuthbert Faulkner became a flying trainee.
3Canada’s First Air 
Training
 Plan, Second Part, 20, Ottawa, n. d.
By the middle of July 1918 the training program had taken
 
definite form. But this form permitted change for improvement:
 shortly before this time, for instance, getting 
into
 the spin and  
getting out of it was included as a part of the program, whereas
 previously the cadet had been urged to keep out of the spin.
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Faulkner and all other cadets who began training during the
 
summer of 1918 took the following training:
1.
 
Recruits’ Depot, Toronto: Discipline, personal hygiene, radio,  
and infantry training. Two weeks.
2.
 
Cadet Wing, Long Branch: Radio, visual signaling, location of  
shell bursts, map reading, sketching, compasses, and aerial
 navigation. Eight weeks.
3.
 
School of Military Aeronautics, Toronto: Advanced ground  
training, including military law and procedure, photography,
 air frames and engines, bombing, aerial navigation, and co
­operation with artillery. Period of training not stated.
4.
 
Armament School, Hamilton: Gunnery and bombing, study  
of Vickers and Lewis machine guns. Four to five weeks.
5.
 
Wing 42, Deseronto (Mohawk and Rathbun fields) or Wing  
44, Borden: Flying instruction; airborne training, including cross
­country flying, formation flying, photography, practice bomb
­ing, radio and other signaling between air and ground; ground
 subjects. Period of training not stated. The instructor in Faulk
­ner’s "Landing in Luck” chews out Cadet Thompson because
 no one ever knows whether Thompson will land "on this
 aerodrome or . . . Borden.”
6.
 
School of Artillery Co-operation, Leaside.
7.
 
School of Aerial Fighting, Beamsville.4
4Ibid., Fourth Part, 20.
5W. J. Taunton, Air Historical Branch, Air Ministry, London, to Chief
 
of the Air Staff, Royal Canadian Air Force, Ottawa, 25th March, 1964.
6Ibid.
Faulkner was undoubtedly receiving flight instruction at either
 
Deseronto or Borden when the Armistice came in November 1918.
 The official record states: "Did not complete his flying course
 and was demobbed on 4th 
January,
 1919.’'5
The average cadet, after studying at the schools previously
 noted, received his wings, was commissioned a second lieutenant, went on leave briefly, and was then shipped to France. But the
 armistice cheated Faulkner: "He did not,
”
 the official record  
states, "qualify for a flying badge, and he did not see any active
 service.” There was one reward: "Under the terms of Air Ministry
 Weekly Order No. 1913/1919 he was awarded an honorary com
­mission as a 2nd Lieutenant.”6
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But, amazingly, there was not only one flying William Cuthbert
 
Faulkner. The twentieth-century flying William Cuthbert Faulk
­ner — not the poet and novelist to be — was discovered only a
 year ago, in early 1964. The division of Air Force History, by
 request and of its own volition made further inquiry of the Air
 Historical Branch of the Air Ministry, Queen Anne’s Chambers,
 London, concerning William Cuthbert Faulkner and his flying
 career. Subsequently a certain person “of Essex similarly enquiring
 about Faulkner’ gave “Faulkner’s Service number, which was that
 of an airman as distinct from an officer ” and “we discovered 
that, oddly enough, there were two W. C. Faulkners and we had been
 corresponding about different people.” One “would never have be
­lieved there could be two men with the same, not-too-common
 name even to the Christian names.”7 The American poet 
and embryo novelist who “joined the Royal Air Force in Canada as
 a Private II on 10th July, 1918, was a Cadet Pilot.”8
7Ibid.
8Ibid.
But the situation is even the more remarkable because of
 
nationality and date: “The coincidence of the two W. C. Faulk
­ners is one that 
continues
 to amaze me,” the Director of Air  
Force History of the Royal Canadian Air Force wrote to the
 author on August 4, 1964, “for it seems incredible that two Ameri
­cans with like names and initials could have joined the RFC [sic]
 in Canada on the same day.
” Demobbed, William Cuthbert Faulkner was proud in his exotic
 
unifo
rm. But which Bill, which man, which myth,, came — or  
came back — to Oxford?
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JOHN MILTON'S HISTORY OF BRITAIN
 
ITS PLACE IN ENGLISH HISTORIOGRAPHY
by Michael Landon
The History of Britain, that part especially now called England,
 
from the first traditional Beginning continued to the Norman
 Conquest, by John Milton, was written at intervals between 1646
 and 1660 and was first published in 1670 by James Allestry in a
 quarto volume of some three hundred and fifty pages which
 sold for five shillings.1
1C. H. Firth, “Milton as an Historian,” British Academy Proceedings
 
(1907-08), pp. 227, 229-30; British Museum Catalogue CLX (1963), column
 994.
2E.g. Paradise Lost 1:351-55, X:306-ll, XIII:505-40, ed. M. Y. Hughes,
 
John Milton-complete poems and major prose (New York: Odyssey Press,
 1957).
3In The Complete Prose Works of John Milton (Yale Series, ed. Don
 
M. Wolfe).
4Firth, p. 227.
Few think of Milton as a 
historian,
 although anyone familiar  
with Paradise Lost alone of his best known works will realize that
 the famous mid-seventeenth century poet knew and had a pro
­found sense of history.
* 
2 His History of Britain has tended to be  
neglected by Milton scholars and has not as yet been critically
 edited, though it soon will be.3 Nevertheless, the work is worthy
 of study for the light that it sheds on its author’s political writings
 and 
on
 his poetry, for the further insight that it gives into his  
character and intellectual development, and because, in itself, it
 "is a work of learning and originality, worthy to be remembered
 in any account of the development of historical writing in Eng
­land.”4
The work apparently had its origins in Milton’s search for a
 
theme for that great epic or dramatic poem that from his youth
 he had intended should be his major contribution to English
 poetry. 
Notes
 made in his Commonplace Book in that period,  
from 1632 to 1638, between 
his
 leaving Cambridge and his going  
to Italy indicate that he was carefully reading the works of the
 Elizabethan chroniclers, Ralph Holinshed and John Stow, as well
 as the History of Great Britain by John Speed, published in 1611,
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and the works of several foreign historians.5 He was evidently
 
attracted by the legendary foundation of Britain, in 1108 B.C.,
 by a group of refugees from Troy led by one Brutus, after whom
 the island was supposed to have been named, and his Italian
 wife Inogene, and by the legendary activities of King Arthur and
 his Knights of the Round Table, for in 1639, in the Latin verse
 written in memory of his friend Diodate, Damons Epitaph, he
 wrote:
5Ibid.
6Hughes, p. 137.
7Ibid., p. 130
8John Mitford, ed. The Works of John Milton (London: 
W.
 Pickering,  
1863), 111:145.
I, for my part, am resolved to tell the story of the Trojan
 
ships in the Rutupian sea [Thames estuary] and of the
 ancient kingdom of Inogene .... Then I shall tell of
 Igraine pregnant with Arthur by fatal deception, the
 counterfeiting of Gorlois features and arms by Merlins
 treachery.6
And in another Latin verse in the same year, the Epistle to Manso,
 
he expressed the same ambition:
if ever I shall summon back our native kings into our
 
songs, and Arthur, waging his wars beneathe the 
earth, or if ever I shall proclaim the magnanimous heroes of
 the table which their mutual fidelity made invincible,
 and (if only the spirit be with me) shall shatter the
 Saxon phalanxes under the British Mars!7
In 1642, in The Reason of Church-government 
urg'd
 against Prelaty,  
we find him pondering as to whether he should write 
an
 “Epick ” 
poem in the manner of Homer, Virgil and Tasso or a drama
 following the strict rules of Aristotle or perhaps following only
 the dictates of nature 
“
which in them that know art, and use  
judgment is no transgression, but 
an
 inriching of art.” and last  
“what K. [sic] or Knight before the conquest might be chosen  
to lay the pattern of a Christian Heroe”8
In 1640 Milton had in fact jotted down on a piece of paper
 
ninety-nine possible subjects with brief notes as to how they
 should be handled. Of these sixty were scriptural subjects and
 thirty-eight from British history. All of the latter were taken from
 the period between the Roman conquest 
(45
 A.D.) and the
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Norman conquest (1066). It was from one of the scriptural sub
­
jects, the tragedy of “Adam Unparadised,
”
 that Milton was ulti ­
mately to create his magmum opus; from the thirty-eight British
 historical subjects came the History of Britain.9
Down to the beginning of the fifteenth century the writing of
 
history in England had been confined to monks who, in the
 seclusion of their cells, recopied old histories and chronicled in
 Latin the doings of the contemporary world beyond their cloisters
 as they heard them from the lips of travellers, and who sought
 to show in their chronicles the hand of God at work in the affairs
 of men. But in the fifteenth century, with the rise of English
 nationalism resulting from the hundred years war of aggression
 against France, there came to be a demand for a more colourful
 type of history appealing to the popular taste and written in the
 vernacular tongue. Well-suited to this taste were the legends, re
­ferred to above, of Brutus and the Trojan founders of Britain
 and of King Arthur and his knights, which had originated in the
 fertile imaginations of the writers of England’s first “Augustan”
 age, the period of the classical revival under Henry II. in the
 mid-twelfth century. Specifically they were given to the world
 by the cleric, courtier and scholar, Geoffrey of Monmouth, who in
 his Historia Regum Britanniae (ca. 1140) provided Englishmen
 with antecedents as distinguished as those which Virgil had
 furnished for Augustan Rome. These legends, mostly imagi
­nary but perhaps partly inspired by some now-lost Breton folk
­tales,10 provided much of the material for Brut 
and
 Higden’s  
Polychronicon both of which were published by William Caxton
 and ran through several editions.11
9Firth, p. 229.
10Dictionary of 
National
 Biography (sub Geoffrey of Monmouth).
11 Denys Hays, ed. The Anglica Historia of Polydore Vergil (Camden
 Society, 1950), Introduction, 
p.
 xxv.
12DNB (sub Polydore Vergil).
At this time, however, in the universities of renaissance Italy
 
a new, critical approach to history, dedicated to impartiality and
 the cause of truth, was being developed. This new spirit came
 to England with Polydore Vergil, an alumnus of the universities
 of Bologna and Padua, who served as Papal Collector at the
 courts of Henry VII and Henry VIII and who eventually settled
 down in England.
Vergil’s Anglicd Historia, dedicated to Henry VIII in 1533 and
 
first published in Basel in 1534,12 is generally regarded, though
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it was never published in England, even partially, before the nine
­
teenth century,13 as marking the beginning of modem English
 historiography. Writing in Latin because he was aiming at an
 international audience, Vergil’s avowed object "was to tell the
 truth and nothing but the truth.”14 The stories of Brutus and
 King Arthur, emanating from the pen of that English Virgil,
 Geoffrey of Monmouth, were subjected to "a devastating historical
 analysis
”
 by this latter-day Italian Vergil, who was not able, how ­
ever, totally to demolish them but was forced to conclude with
 the Scottish verdict of "not proven.”15
l3Ibid.
14Hays, p. xxviii.
15Ibid., p. xxiv.
16Ibid., p. xxxiv.
17Wm. Camden, Britannia, ed. Edmund Gibson (London, 1722), au
­
thor’s preface, p. vi.
18Ibid.
19Ibid., pp. vii-xi.
Vergil’s Historia was widely read in England in the later six
­
teenth century but was at the same time highly unpopular. This
 unpopularity was due to two factors: first, that the author was
 a Catholic priest 
and,
 second, its rough handling of the Brutus  
and Arthur legends. Both were very provoking to the nationalist  
sentiment which grew more exuberant towards the end of the
 century as England emerged triumphant over the double threat
 of Catholic and Spanish domination.16 The Elizabethan chroniclers
 Holinshed (1578) and Stow (1565) wrote in English and retained
 the legends without criticism. William Camden, whose Britannia
 was published in Latin in 1607, and who is generally regarded
 as the first great modern native-English 
historian,
 noted that  
Geoffrey of Monmouth’s History was "yet of little authority among
 Learned Men,”17 but considered that "absolutely to reject it
 would be to war against Time and to fight against a received
 Opinion.”18 He confessed that he himself believed in the legends
 but devoted four pages to setting out the best scholarly argu
­ments against their validity.19
Camden’s history is most noted for its thorough use of the new
 
scientific techniques which had been evolved, as noted above,
 in renaissance Italy and which had been most thoroughly set-forth
 by John Bodin of the University of Toulouse, which had many
 connections with Italy, in his Method for the Easy Comprehension
 of History (1565). In Chapter II of this work Bodin 
stressed
 the  
importance of geography to a proper understanding of history.
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"For such,
”
 he says, "is the relationship and affinity to history  
that the one seems to be a part of the other.”20 In his fifth chapter
 he advised the historian to take into account not only geography
 but also the influences of astrology, climate and racial characteris
­
tics
 upon the affairs of men.21 In 1605, in his Advancement vf  
Learning, the English scholar Francis Bacon had also 
stressed
 the  
importance of geographic and cosmographic history 
and
 claimed  
that his age, at long last, possessed the necessary knowledge to
 write it:
20Ed. Beatrice Reynolds (New York: Columbia University Press, 1945),
 
p.
 25.
21Ibid., pp. 148-51.
22As quoted by J. R. Bryant Jr., “Milton and the Art of History,”
 
Philological Quarterly, XXIX:27.
23Camden, Editor’s introduction.
24See note 1, supra.
25Firth, pp. 236-37.
being compounded of natural history in respect of the
 
regions themselves; of history civil, in respect of the
 habitations, regiments, and manners of the people; and
 the mathematics, in respect of the climates and con
­figurations towards the heavens: which part of learning
 of all in this latter time hath obtained most proficience.22
Camden brought not only what were called in the seventeenth
 
century the "chorographic
”
 sciences: topography, cosmography and  
geography, to his study of early English history but also the
 science of linguistics, having prepared himself for his task by
 learning, as best he could in that age, Anglo-Saxon and Welsh.23
Milton used as sources for his History of Britain the classical
 
Latin historians, the medieval monkish chroniclers, and such pred
­ecessors as Polydore Vergil, Holinshed, Speed, Stow and Cam
­den. C. H. Firth, himself one of the greatest historians of his age,
 in his lecture on "Milton as an Historian
”
 delivered before the  
British Academy in November, 1908,24 said of Milton’s use of
 his sources: "he might have been writing in the nineteenth rather
 than the seventeenth century. For his conclusions are roughly
 those of modern scholars, and his reasoning practically that of a
 scientific historian.”25
There could be no greater praise from a nineteenth century
 
historian. For "scientific” accuracy was the chief concern of nine
­teenth century history. Under the influence of Leopold von Ranke
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and
 other German scholars it sought to liberate history from all  
myth, fantasy, inaccuracy or even utility. “To history,” said Ranke,
 has been assigned the office of judging the past, of in
­structing the present for the benefit of future ages. To such high offices . . . [it] . . . does not aspire: It wants
 only to show what actually happened (wie es eigentlich
 gewesen).26 
26History of the Latin and Germanic Nations (preface), as quoted by
 
Fritz Stern, The Varieties of History (New York: Meridian Books, 1956),
 p. 57.
27Mitford, V:2-3. All following references to the History of Britain are
 
to
 this edition.
28Harry Glicksman, “Sources of Milton’s History of Britain
,"
 University  
of Wisconsin Studies in Language and Literature, no. 11, 
p.
 127.
Milton, in fact, showed himself concerned with “what actually
 
happened
”
 but he hardly limited himself to the ideal extent de ­
manded by the nineteenth century in scope and purpose and he
 scarcely showed the same laudable devotion for digging down to
 the ultimate truth of the past. Faced right at the beginning with
 the perennial problem of the validity of the Brutus legends he
 ended up sitting 
on
 the fence.
That which we have of old seeming, hath by the greater
 part of judicious Antiquaries bin long rejected for a modern Fable.
Nevertheless there being others . . . men not unread,
 
nor unlerned in Antiquitie, who admitt that for approved
 story, which the former explode for fiction, and seeing
 that oft-times reelations heretofore accounted fabulous
 have bin after found to contain in them many foot-steps,
 and reliques of something true, ... I have therefore
 determin’d to bestow the telling over ev’n of these reputed
 Tales; be it for nothing else but in favour of our English
 Poets, and Rhetoricians, who by thir Art will know, how
 to use them judiciously.27
And so he set to work with Geoffrey of Monmouth in front of
 
him and the chroncles of Holinshed, Stow and Speed at his el
­bow.28
His excuse seems a lame one. British imaginative writers already
 
had these legends readily available to them in the very same
 sources that Milton himself used. Spenser had made good use of
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the Brutus myth in Canto X of the Faerie Queene. Shakespeare
 
had used the story of King Lear and his daughters, which Milton
 retells at considerable length,29 and Milton himself had already
 used the story of Sabra, or Sabrina, in Comus30 though in a 
more romantic version than the stark tale of murder for revenge which
 he tells in the History.31
29 History, pp. 16-19.
30Hughes, p. 109, lines 824-858.
31Ibid, pp. 13-14.
32Firth, p. 124.
33“Milton as 
a
 Historian,” MLA Publications, L:470.
34Glicksman, pp. 106-07.
Firth was particularly impressed by Milton’s scholarly rejection
 
of the Arthurian legends as “trash,”32 and J. Milton French claims,
 that “Milton’s temperament ... is almost exactly that of the pure
 scientist. Truth is his aim, and the elimination of untruth is essen
­tial.”33 This latter statement hardly consorts with the fact that
 Milton 
did,
 though, it is true, with an apology, repeat the Brutus 
myths. And though he seems to be more suspicious of them
 than was Camden, yet he was not as scientific in his approach
 to them as Camden, who, as we have seen, took the trouble to
 document the case against them.
The truth of the matter probably was that, whereas there were
 
several fairly reliable sources for the period to which the Arthurian
 legends belonged, without the Brutus legends there was no ac
­count that could be given at all of pre-Roman Britain. Further
­more Milton was probably attracted by the scope given by the
 legends for 
an
 impressive opening to his chronicle and by the  
literary merit of the tales themselves. The decision to include them
 was not that of a scientific historian but of a poet who only need
­ed the very slightest justification to proceed.
For the Roman and Saxon periods Milton used as his guides
 
the De Primordiis (1613) of Bishop Usher as well as Camden,
 Holinshed, Speed and Stow,34 but went beyond them to the now
 fairly voluminous array of original sources. In his handling of
 these Milton earned the right to be considered a critical 
historian, but still hardly earned the epithet of “scientific.
”He recognized, quite rightly, that it is with the Roman con
­quest that the valid written record of English history begins:
By this time, like one who had 
set
 out on his way by  
night, and travail’d through a Region of smooth or idle
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Dreams, our History now 
arrives
 on the Confines, where  
day-light and truth meet us with a cleer dawn, represent
­ing to our view, though at a far distance, true colours
 and shapes.35
35
History,
 p. 27.
36Ibid., p. 172.
37lbid.
This happy state of affairs does not last for long, and for the
 
post-Roman period and Saxon invasions Milton had to rely chiefly
 on the Venerable Bede (d. 735), the monk of Jarrow, whose
 “superstition and monastical affection” shown by his 
“
many leg ­
ends of visions and miracles” were extremely distasteful to Milton,
 who could not bring himself to retell any of them. But he fully
 realized that for the later Saxon period 
“
it will be worse for us  
destitute of Beda.”36 For then he had to have recourse to a whole
 crowd of petty monastic chroniclers. “What labour,
”
 he com ­
plained, “is to be endured turning over volumes of rubbish in
 the rest, Florence of Worcester, Huntingdon, Simeon of Durham,
 Hoveden, Matthew of Westminster, and many others of obscurer
 note with all their monachisms, is a penance to think.”37
But the situation was not surprising to him. It confirmed his
 
whole view of world history. In Paradise Lost, Book XII, the
 Archangel Michael warns Adam that in the dark ages after the
 fall of the Roman Empire:
Truth shall retire
Bestruck with slandrous darts, and
 
works of Faith
Rarely to be found . . .
And historical discernment was to suffer as well as spiritual
 
discernment. The first was, in fact, an inevitable result of the
 
second: . . . when the esteem of Science, and liberal study waxes
 low in the Commonwealth, wee may presume that also there all civil vertue, and worthy action is grown as low
 to a decline: and then Eloquence, as it were consorted
 in the same destiny, with the decrease and fall of vertue
 corrupts also and fades; at least resignes her office of relat
­ing to illiterate and frivolous Historians, such as the
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persons themselves both deserv, and are best pleased
 
with; . . ,38
38Hughes, p. 466, lines 535-37; 
History,
 p. 29.
39
History,
 p. 172.
40Ibid., p. 93.
41 Ibid., p. 3...
42Ibid., p. 202.
43Quoted by Firth, p. 239.
44History, p. 261.
So that for British history in the dark ages we must be content
 
with “obscure and blockish chronicles,”39 
“
in expression bar ­
barous.”40
In his treatment of these various monkish chroniclers Milton
 
shows
 that his promise at the beginning of his history that “I  
intend not with controversies and quotations to interrupt the
 smooth course of history”41 was meant only to apply to the first,
 legendary, section of the work. He characterizes and criticises
 these later sources quite fully. He is altogether in accord with
 the best modern historians when he 
points
 out that the Anglo-  
Saxon Chronicles, with all their faults, are the key source 
for
 the  
period: 
“
the chief foundation of our story, the ground and basis  
upon which the monks in later times gloss and comment at their
 pleasure;”42 also when he picks out William of Malmesbury as
 the most reliable chronicler. His major criticism of Malmesbury,
 that 
“
he refused not the authority of ballads for want of better”  
and inserted stories be confessed 
“
to be sung in old songs not read  
in warrantable authors,”43 seems rather hypocritical considering
 Milton’s reasons for retelling the Brutus legends.
Milton is to be complimented for his resource and lack of
 
chauvinism in going to a Danish historian J. J. Pontanus (fl.
 1490) for information from the other side on the Danish invasions
 as also for consulting the Scottish historian George Buchanan (fl.
 1582) for facts on the invasions of the Picts and the Scots. Though
 he found little of use in either source, his use of them is a trib
­ute to his thoroughness in his search for information.
But, although he is a very competent critic of his sources, Milton
 
does not, as the scientific historian of the nineteenth century
 would be expected to do, present the reader with what he 
feels to be the truth of the matter under consideration. His favourite
 method in this later period is to lay out the different accounts
 from his sources, one after the other. As, for instance, in telling
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of the division of England between Canute and Edmund Iron
­
side, he summarizes first Malmesbury’s account, then those of
 Huntingdon, and Brompton, remarking that: 
“
it may seem a  
wonder that 
our
 historians, if they deserve the name, should in  
a matter so remarkable and so near their own time so much
 differ.”45 Their failure to agree, in fact, rather contradicted
 his theory, set forth in Of Reformation (1641), that nearness
 to the event should be a criterion for judging the accuracy
 of 
an
 ecclesiastical historian.46 After giving the various accounts  
Milton then explains which version he believes to be correct, and
 why. But when he is dealing with the visit of Harold Godwinson
 to the court of William of Normandy he sets down five different
 accounts and then announces that “so variously are these things
 reported” that he is unable to decide between them.47 He lapses
 here from the role of historian to that of 
anthologist.
45Ibid., pp. 273-75.
46Wm. R. Haller, Liberty and Reformation in the Puritan Revolution
 
(New York: Columbia University Press, 1955), p. 52.
47History, pp. 289i-91.
48Ibid., pp. 172-73.
49As quoted by Firth, 
p.
 249.
50Firth, p. 241.
Modern historians have chiefly resorted, in determining the rel
­
ative accuracy of these early chronicles, to contemporary documen
­tary evidence which is mainly to be found 
stored
 in church archives.  
But Milton scoffed at the men of his age, such as Dodsworth
 (d. 1654) and Dugale (d. 1686), who were making a first be
­ginning of the scientific study of such documents, who took
 “pleasure to be all their lifetime rakeing in the Foundations of
 old Abbeys and Cathedrals.”48 This was partly due to the fact
 that he equated such interests with ecclesiastical conservatism, as
 when, in Of Reformation, he sneered at Camden “who canot but
 love bishops as well as old coins and his much lamented monaster
­ies for antiquity’s 
sake.
”49
Milton nonetheless used Camden extensively for topographical
 detail: to ascertain the spot where Caesar landed, the ford by which he crossed the Thames, the precise location of the Roman
 wall; but where Camden failed him Milton did not seek to supply
 the defect, not caring “to wrinkle the smoothness of history with
 the rugged names of places unknown better harped at in Camden
 and other chorographers.”50 The whole Renaissance scientific ap
­proach, as advocated by Bodin and Bacon and practiced by Cam
­
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den, is neglected by Milton. Neither climate nor astrology is
 
referred to. The nearest he comes to a discussion of racial char
­acteristics is his commonsense rejection of Malmesbury’s theory,
 repeated by Holinshed and Stow, that the English owed their
 vices to foreigners, having learnt rudeness from the Saxons, dainti
­ness from the Flemings and drunkenness from 
the
 Danes, by  
noting that “these vices are as naturally home-bred here as in
 any of those countries"51 He is also sharp enough to note that
 the omens reported by the chroniclers to have attended 
the
 land ­
ing of William the Conqueror in Sussex were borrowed directly
 from ancient tales of Alexander and Caesar.32 But, although his
 commonsense and his wide knowledge made him a good critic,
 he was not a scientific historian in the nineteenth century sense.
 He was not even sympathetic to the most advanced techniques
 of historical research of his 
day.
51 History, p. 232.
52 Ibid. 
pp. 296-97.
53Hays, p. xxvii.
Milton’s theories on the subject of style in historical writing
 
reflect the renaissance rules as they were 
set
 down in 1446 by  
the Italian scholar Guarino for the benefit of a friend who 
had recently been appointed historiographer to the court at Rimini.
 They have their origins in the classical rules of rhetoric: the
 historian’s 
aim
 must be the conveyance of good example and de ­
light; he 
must
 be careful to be absolutely impartial and serve  
only the cause of truth; a Ciceronian order of narration is rec
­ommended — first policy, then deeds, then events, though di
­gressions are tolerated whereby the reader’s attention may be 
se­cured; persons and places must be faithfully described and de
­tachment is especially urged in describing battles; finally the
 whole work must be expressed in language so irreproachable that
 the reader is convinced of the truth of the work by the beauty 
of its form.33
Milton set down his own views in two letters, in 1657, to Henry
 
de Brass who had asked how a historian could best observe
 Sallust’s (45 B.C.) dictum that a historian’s expression should be
 proportional to the deeds related. “This then is my view,’’ he
 wrote:
that he who would write of worthy deeds worthily must
 
write with mental endowments and experience of affairs
 not less than were in the doer of the same, so as to be
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able with equal mind to comprehend and measure even
 
the greatest of them, and when he has comprehended
 them, to relate them distinctly and gravely in pure and
 chaste speech.
Like Guarino he stressed the Ciceronian distinction between his
­
tory and oratory:
. . . ornate style, I do not much care about; for I want
 
a Historian, not an Orator. Nor yet would I have frequent
 maxims, or criticisms on the translations, prolixly thrown
 in, lest, by interrupting the thread of event, the Historian
 should invade the office of the political writer.
He concluded by praising the style of Sallust:
... to be able to throw off a great deal in a few words:
 
a thing which I think no one can do without the sharpest
 judgment and a certain temperance at the 
same
 time ....  
for conjunction of brevity with abundance, i.e., for the
 dispatch of much in few words, the chief of the Latins in
 my judgment is Sallust.54
54Bryant, pp. 17-19.
55Ibid,, passim.
56Mitford, VIII:471-519.
57History, p. 236.
J. S. Bryant, Jr. considers that Milton’s real source for these
 
ideas, however, was not 
so
 much Sallust as the Roman historian  
Polybius (150 B.C.), and that in the Brief History of 
Muscovia, written in 1641-42, Milton was endeavouring to follow the Polybian
 ideals as well as the systematic-scientific method urged by Bacon.55
The History of Muscovia is indeed brief (only 49 pages in
 
Mitford’s edition). As well as a terse political history of the
 
Russian
 state it contains much detail on the geography, climate,  
flora and fauna of Russia, all carefully culled from the accounts
 of travellers. But it is very dull reading and is really 
more
 of a  
reference book than a work of literature.56
 In his later History of Britain Milton was not so careful to keep
 to the strict rules of style and content. We have already seen that he was not averse to “criticisms . . . prolixly thrown 
in.”
 We have  
also seen that he intended to include material for its literary as
 much as its historical value. The search for themes for his tragic
 drama or epic is reflected when he tells in some considerable de
­
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tail the story of the poisoning of Aelfred, second son of Ethehed
 
the Unready, by his 
stepmother;
 of the love affairs of Edgar the  
Peaceable, which Milton himself notes are “better fitted for a
 novel than a history.”57 He ignores more than once the rule
 against the interjection of maxims, as when he remarks with re
­gard to the Britons calling in the Saxons to aid them against the
 invading Picts and Scots: “so much 
do
 men through impatience  
count ever that the heaviest which they bear at present, and to
 remove the evil which they suffer, care not to pull on a greater;
 as if variety and change in evil also were acceptable.”58 There are
 many other diversions from the strict course of history in the
 work, notably on the subject of rule by women which Milton
 considered as monstrous as had John Knox. The warrior queen
 Boadicea, a national heroine in most British histories, is portrayed
 by Milton as a virago, “a distracted woman with as mad a crew
 at her heels.”59 There are also, af course, numerous diatribes a-
 gainst monks and other manifestations of the dark days of popery
 which reveal an attitude to the medieval church similar to that
 of the eighteenth century philosophers of the enlightenment who
 regarded it as the cause of, not the one remaining light in, the
 dark ages.
58Ibid., 
p.
 111.
59Ibid., 
p.
 62.
60Stern, p. 227.
61Firth, pp. 232, 246-54.
It is these comments, asides, and comparisons that make the
 
History of Britain readable, whereas the History of Muscovia is
 a dull recitation of facts. Firth, who belonged to a period in
 historiography which rejected the idea of history as literature
 (and the 
more
 extreme representatives of which despised such  
great 
and
 eminently readable, if occasionally wrong, historians  
as Carlyle and Macaulay as “charlatans,”)60 was not too happy
 about this element in Milton’s work, though he was possessed of
 too great taste to condemn it outright.61
The fact is that Milton was faced with the essential dilemma of
 
the renaissance theories of historical style: the conflict between
 the avowed end of conveying good example and delight and the
 stipulated means - an impartial, uncoloured narration of fact. But
 there is a happy medium between the horns of this dilemma and
 this, it would seem, Milton was fairly successful in finding. He
 does, after the first legendary period, give a fairly accurate his
­torical account. His actual language achieves for the most part
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the 
classical
 ideal of elegant brevity - saying much in little. In  
his descriptions of situations, for example, we find such terse
 summaries as this on the results of the Roman conquest: “of the
 Romans we have cause to say not much worse than that they
 beat us into civility.” It is likewise in his descriptions of persons as
 when we find Carvasius described as usurping the government
 because he 
“
was grown at length too great a delinquent to be  
less than an emperor.”62 Glicksman testifies that Milton in his
 translations of the classical Latin historians has wonderfully re
­captured the flavour of the originals.63 But on those occasions, in
 the later books, when he is reduced to a mere recital of kings
 and battles, his style becomes comparable to his own description
 of that of Bede’s history with 
“
his many legends of Visions and  
Miracles” 
removed:
 “a Calendar rather than a History.”64 Happily,  
as we have seen, he is usually prepared to depart from his own
 strict standards and do what Guarino had conceded to be neces
­sary - make digressions “whereby the reader’s attention my be
 secured.”65
 
62Ibid., 
p.
 246.
63Passim.
64History, pp. 171-72.
65The problem remains as 
to
 why Milton, writing to de Brass in 1657,
should have laid down rules which he himself had followed scrupulously in
 his History 
of
 Muscovia (1641) but departed from considerably in his  
History of Britain (1646-60). Perhaps he felt that de Brass’s style needed
 strict disciplining.
Besides giving delight Milton’s History also seeks to achieve that
 
other avowed end of renaissance historiography, conveying good
 example, which is also irreconcilable with the strict 
standards
 of  
nineteenth century scientific history. The later nineteenth century
 view that the sole aim of history was to find out “what actually
 happened” was essentially both futile and sterile. For we can
 never know all that actually happened, or even very much of
 what actually happened, in the past. Neither can we in the
 twentieth century, nor could Ranke in the nineteenth century,
 ever fully appreciate and comprehend what little we know or
 suspect happened in the eleventh century precisely as an eleventh
 century man did. It is generally considered today that the object
 of history, as distinct from antiquarianism, is to find in the past
 what is significant for us now, and each succeeding generation
 will need to take a new look at the past, from a new angle, to
 find the “good example” sought by the renaissance historians.
If Milton began his History of Britain merely to provide old
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plots for contemporary writers, that was not his aim at the end.
 
He found in the events of English history from 45 A.D. to 1066
 a series of salutary lessons for mid-seventeenth century English
­men. What was to be feared was the spiritual and moral decay
 of society, which would, inevitably, ultimately lead to disaster.
 This could be clearly seen, Milton felt, in the conquest of the
 ancient 
Britons
 by the Romans, the conquest of the Romano-Bri-  
tons by the Anglo-Saxons, and conquest of the Anglo-Saxons firstly
 by the Danes and finally by the Normans.
It is important at this stage to remember the precise chronological
 
background of the History. The first three books, dealing with the
 legendary pre-history, the Roman period 
and
 the Saxon invasions,  
were evidently written between 1646 and 1648 after the pamphlets
 on divorce and after the close of the first civil war. For it is in
 the introduction to Book III, which tells of the Saxon invasions,
 that Milton compares the Romano-Briton’s demoralization at that
 time with the state of Englishmen in 1647-48, when after having
 heroically thrown off the yoke of Stuart tyranny, they yet lacked
 the fortitude to establish a free commonwealth, being merely
 reduced "after many labours, much bloodshed and vast expense to
 ridiculous frustration.”66
66
History,
 p. 95.  
67Ibid., p. 101.
68Firth, 
p.
 229.
. . . The leading nation to freedom from the Empire, they
 
seemed a while to bestirr them with a shew of diligence
 in their new affairs, som secretly aspiring to rule, others
 adoring the name of liberty, yet so soon as they felt by
 proof the weight of what it was to govern well them
­selves, and what was wanting within them, not stomach
 or the love of license, but the wisdom the virtue the labour,
 to use and maintain true libertie they soon remitted their
 heat and shrunk more wretchedly under the burden of
 their owne libertie, than before under a foren yoke.67
Milton must have been sorry then, but 
not
 too surprised, when,  
just as the Britons had bowed to Saxon domination, the English
­men of the Commonwealth, having proved unworthy of liberty,
 ignored his plea in The Ready and Easy Way to Establish a Free
 Commonwealth (1660) and brought back the Stuarts.
Milton wrote the fourth and fifth books in 1648-49 and the last
 
two sometime between 1655 and 1660.68 When the work was
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finally published in 1670 the comparison with the Commonwealth
 
at the beginning of Book III was omitted. It was first published
 separately in 1681, a period of high conservative reaction. But the
 lessons remained. The ninth century Saxons, “full as wicked as
 
the
 Britons were at their arrival, “fell before the Danes because  
it 
was
 God’s purpose “to punish our instrumental punishers, though  
now Christians, by other heathen, according to His divine retalia
­tion, invasion for 
invasion,
 spoil for spoil, destruction for destruc ­
tion.” Because 
“
when God hath decreed servitude on a sinful  
nation, fitted by their own vices for no condition but servile, all
 estates 
of
 government are alike unable to avoid it.” The same  
applied to the Norman conquest, and it only remained for Milton
 to bring the moral up to date for 1670 in a closing sentence:
If 
these
 were the causes of such misery and thraldom to  
our ancestors, with what better close can be concluded
 than here in fit season to remember this age in the midst
 of 
her
 security, to fear from like vices, without amend ­
ment, the revolution of like calamities.69
69lbid., pp. 256-57.
70D. C. Douglas, The Norman Conquest and British Historians (Glas
­
gow 
University
 Press, 1946), pp. 11-12.
This view of the Norman conquest as being due to the degener
­
acy of the Anglo-Saxon character was never very popular, though it
 appears frequently down to the time of Carlyle, who denounced
 the Saxons as
a gluttonous race of Jutes and Angles capable of no
 
grand combination; lumbering about in pot-bellied equa
­nimity; not dreaming of heroic toil and silence and en
­durance such as leads to the high places of this universe,
 and the golden mountain tops where dwell the spirits
 of the dawn.70
Far more popular was the traditional Whig view of the Saxons
 
as good, Protestant democrats who, in 1066, were brought quite
 undeservedly under the yoke of tyranny and popery.
In his portrayal of a series of conquerors becoming in their
 
turn the conquered there is 
an
 implied suggestion of a cyclic  
theory of history (which is reinforced by the phrase “revolu
­tion of like calamities” in the final sentence) such as has been
 made popular in 
our
 own age by Arnold Toynbee and others.  
Such a theory is, of course, basically pessimistic. One could say
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that Milton sees each of the conquests as a felix culpa essential
 
for the ultimate happiness of the English nation. The repetitive
 element would seem to refute such a view unless a halt is to be
 put to the process somewhere. Perhaps Milton intended that his
 History should point the way to eventual redemption. 
In
 The  
Reason of Church Government, in 1643, he had written:
He that hath read with judgment of nations and common
­
wealths . . . will readily agree that the flourishing and
 decaying of all civil societies, all the moments and turn
­ings of human occasions are moved to and fro as upon
 the axle discipline.71
71 Hughes, 
p.
 642.
72Bodin, pp. 45-46. For Milton’s views see his essay Of Education,
 Hughes, p. 636 et passim.
73M. A. 
Larson,
 The Modernity of Milton (Chicago: University Press,  
1927), quoted on the dustjacket.
Did he hope that his History might inspire Englishmen to that
 
self-discipline which would ensure everlasting prosperity? Like
 Bodin he was a great believer in the efficacy of education to cure
 social ills.72
We have compared Milton in the realm of historiography with
 
historians of the renaissance, his own age, the nineteenth century
 and the modern age. But the theme of his History is essentially
 how the Hand of God is at work in the affairs of men - as in
 Paradise Lost, to 
“
justify the ways of God to men.” This sort of  
history has a very ancient tradition behind it going back to the
 historical portions of the Old Testament and earlier. But its last
 great manifestation was in the historical writings of those medieval
 monkish chroniclers whom, ironically, Milton so despised. He was,
 of course, a man of the seventeenth century - a century in which
 the last elements of the medieval age were passing away and the
 first elements of the modern age, springing 
out
 of the renaissance,  
were being established. In form and style the History of Britain
 belongs to the renaissance, but its theme is medieval. M. S. Lar
­son claims for Milton that he “was a powerful force in disintegrat
­ing medievalism and all it stands for, 
and
 in bringing about the  
modern 
era.
”73 Milton was a Puritan, and Larson's claim for him  
could be made for the role of Puritanism itself in the seventeenth
 century. But, paradoxically, there is much in the Puritan philoso
­phy that is akin to medieval Christian philosophy, especially with
 regard to the relationship between God and human societies. The
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difference between the two philosophies is mostly with regard
 
to the relationship between God and individuals. Perhaps this is
 why “Milton the modern
”
 in his philosophy of history seems to be  
a medieval man:
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OSCAR WILDE REDIVIVUS
by Joseph O. Baylen
Since Oscar Wilde’s unsuccessful court action against the Mar
­
quess of Queensberry in April, 1895, and Wilde’s subsequent trial
 and conviction for homosexual practices provoked an unprecedent
­ed torrent of abuse in the press, only a few friends and even fewer
 journalists rallied to the side of the celebrated wit and dandy.1
 Ironically, among those who refused to 
join
 in the “orgy of Philistine  
rancor
”
 against the unfortunate Wilde was the man whose “crusade”  
ten years before had forced the enactment of the law under which
 Wilde was prosecuted.
1Louis Broad, The Friendships and Follies of Oscar Wilde (New York:
 
Cromwell, 1955}, p. 180; Frank Harris, Oscar Wilde (New York: Dell Pub
­
lishi
ng Co., Inc., 1960), p. 157.
2See [W. T. Stead], “The Maiden Tribute of Modem Babylon,” Fall
 Mall Gazette, July 6, 7, 8, 9, & 10; Ann Stafford, The Age of Consent (Lon
­don: Hodder & Stoughton, 1964), pp. 152-235.
3H. Montgomery Hyde (ed.) The Trials of Oscar Wilde (London: W.
 
Hodge, 1949), p. 6; Harris, Oscar Wilde, p. 157; Rupert Hart-Davis (ed.)
 The Letters of Oscar Wilde (London: R. Hart-Davis, 1962), p. 519n.
4Hansard, Parliamentary Debates, House of Commons, 3rd Series, Vol.
 
CCC, 1398.
Oscar Wilde was arraigned for offenses against Section XI of
 
the Criminal Law Amendment Act of 1885, which penalized
 public and private indecencies between adult males. It was a
 section added almost as an afterthought to a bill which was de
­signed to make the seduction of young girls under thirteen years
 of age a criminal offense and raised the age of consent for females
 to sixteen. The Act, passed by Parliament in August, 1885, as a
 result of the “Maiden Tribute of Modern Babylon” agitation spark
­ed by the editor of the Pall Mall Gazette, W. T. Stead,
1 
2 was ex ­
tended in committee at the insistence of the Radical M. P., Henry
 Labouchere, to make Section XI apply to males indulging in famil
­iarities and indecencies in private.3 Such conduct in public had
 always been proscribed by the law, which was now extended to
 include intimacies in private and made the accused liable to a
 maximum punishment of two years imprisonment.4 While Frank
 Harris’s 
assertion
 that Labouchere’s action was motivated by a de ­
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sire to make the Act of 1885 “ridiculous”5
 
 is open to question, it 
is clear that Section XI contributed to the jurists’ misgivings con
­cerning the import of the' Act. Some critics dubbed the new law
 a potential “charter” for blackmailers, and others, with good reason,
 predicted that it would be impossible to convict persons for acts
 committed in private and 
not
 visible to the public.6
5Harris, Oscar Wilde, p. 157.
6Hyde, Trials of Oscar Wilde, p. 6.
7
Broad,
 Friendships and Follies of Oscar Wilde, p. 266; also The  
[London] Echo, Apr. 5, 1895, as cited in Ibid., p. 267.
8Broad, Friendships and Follies of Oscar Wilde, p. 180. See also
 
Hesketh Pearson, The Life of Oscar Wilde (London: Methuen & Co., Ltd.,
 1946), pp. 295-96; Harris, Oscar Wilde, pp. 157-58.
9Harris, Oscar Wilde, p. 178.
10Hart-Davis, Letters of Oscar Wilde, p. 519n.
11Truth, June 13, 1895, as cited in Ibid., 
p.
 350n.
When Wilde’s libel suit against the Marquess of Queensberry,
 
in reply to the latter’s charges of Wilde’s corruption of his son,
 Lord Alfred Douglas, backfired into a case against Wilde for a
 violation of the Criminal Law Amendment Act, the London press
 turned on him with a vengeance. In spite of Wilde’s assertion that
 he was prepared “to bear on [his] . . . own shoulders whatever
 ignominy and shame might have resulted from [his] . . . prosecut
­ing Lord Queensberry” rather than pit Lord Alfred against his
 father on the witness stand, the press pilloried Wilde unmercifully.7
 Worse yet, “Scarcely a man dared to raise his voice in his de­fense . . . .”8 Frank 
Harris
 was certainly not guilty of chronic  
exaggeration when he asserted that “The hatred of Wilde seemed
 universal and extraordinarily malignant.”9 Nor did the abuse and
 vituperation cease until the gates of the gaol, to which Wilde
 was sentenced for two years of hard labor, closed behind him in
 June, 1895. During and after the trials, Labouchere, in his journal,
 Truth, led the assault on Wilde and, upon Wilde’s conviction, an
­nounced his regret that the original maximum penalty he had pro
­posed for Section XI had been reduced from seven to two years.10
 11And, when Lord Alfred Douglas presumed to defend Wilde and
 homosexuality in a letter to Labouchere, the latter dismissed the
 communication with the comment that he was sorry that Douglas
 was not afforded the opportunity to meditate on his moralistic
 views 
“
in the seclusion of Pentonville” gaol.11
To the surprise of Labouchere and other contemporaries, W. T.
 Stead, now editor-publisher of the Review of Reviews, took a more sympathetic view of Wilde’s predicament. Stead had known
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Wilde and respected the articles, literary notes, and book reviews
 
he had contributed to the Pall Mall Gazette from 1884 until Stead’s
 departure from the paper in 1890.12 Their relationship, although
 never close, was always amicable. While Wilde defended Stead
 against charges of boycotting the work of certain literary fig
­ures,13 he disapproved of Stead’s efforts to make literary pro
­ductions of his crusades on behalf of women suffering from the
 wrongdoing of men.14 The fact that they moved in different cir
­cles and often differed in their views on social issues15 did not
 prejudice Stead against Wilde’s art. Thus, in August, 1893, Stead
 wrote to Wilde: “It is ages 
and
 ages since I saw you, but, of  
course, like everyone else, . . . you compel the attention even 
of those who occupy the court of the gentiles.”16
12See the list 
of
 Wilde’s articles, notes, and reviews in the Pall Mall  
Gazette from 1884 through 1890 in Boris Brasol, Oscar Wilde, The Man,
 The Artist, The Martyr (New York: C. Scribner’s Sons, 1938), pp. 338-46;
 Stuart Mason, 
Bibliography
 of Oscar Wilde (London: T. Werner Laurie,  
1914), pp. 133-62; also Oscar Wilde to Stead, Rate Dec., 18887. Stead Pa
­pers.
13See Oscar Wilde to Joseph Hatton, Rate May, 1887]. Hart-Davis,
 
Letters of Oscar Wilde, p. 197.
14Cf. [
W.
 T. Stead], “The Langworthy Marriage; or, A Millionaire’s  
Shame, a ‘Strange True' Story 
of
 Todav’,” Pall Mall Gazette “Extra” No, 35,  
May 25, 1887.
15Wilde to Georges Ives, [Oct. 22, 18947- Hart-Davis, Letters of Oscar
 
Wilde, p. 375.
16W. T. Stead to Wilde, Aug. 4, 1893. The University of Texas Manu
­
script Collection, University of Texas Library.
17“As for Labby,” wrote Brett, “perhaps he had better see how many
 
of
 his intimate friends would be implicated before,, he encourages disclo ­
sures! I can see what is at the bottom of his mind.” Reginald Baliol Brett
 to Stead, April 9, 1895. Stead Papers.
18Ibid.
Stead’s attitude towards Wilde during the ordeal of his trials
 
and conviction was conditioned by several factors. In addition to
 Stead’s distrust of Labouchere’s deviousness (which was reenforced
 by information from Stead’s friend, the ubiquitous Reginald
 Brett),17 there was his personal knowledge of the unsavory rep
­utation and character of the Marquess of Queensberry. Brett was,
 therefore, not telling Stead anything new when he wrote: “How
 about that . . . beast Queensberry who has ruined three women’s
 lives — and possibly many more . . . .”18 To Stead, whose ardent
 advocacy of women’s rights and defense of female virtue were a
 reflection of the Nonconformist outlook, of the Victorian exaltation
 of chastity, and of his life-long work as a knight-errant defender
 of womanhood, 
such
 “seducers ” as Queensberry and his ilk among  
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the aristocracy were a far greater threat to the morals of the nation
 
than sexual inverts such as Wilde, Lord Alfred Douglas, and their
 circle. Indeed, it was Stead who took the lead among the Non
­conformists in driving Sir Charles W. Dilke and Charles Stewart
 Parnell from public life when they were judged guilty of adultery
 and breaching the Victorian code of morality.19 Stead never for
­gave Dilke and made every effort to block Dilke’s attempts to re
­
sume
 his political career.20 In fact it was not only the immorality  
of Queensberry, but more the Dilke case, which largely motivated
 Stead in 
his
 attitude towards the Wilde tragedy.
19See Roy Jenkins, Sir Charles Dilke. A Victorian Tragedy (London:
 
Collins, 1959), pp. 239-48; W. T. Stead, The Discrowned King of Ireland
 (London: 
Review
 of Reviews, 1891), 19 pp.; [W. T. Stead], “Story of an  
Incident in the Home Rule Cause; the Fall of Parnell,” Review of Reviews,
 II (Dec. 1890), pp. 598-608.
20See W. T. Stead’s Has Charles Dilke Cleared His Character? . . . .
 
(London: Review 
of
 Reviews, 1891), 16 pp.; “The Issue in the Forest of  
Dean,” The Welsh Review, I (Dec. 1891), pp 97-107; “The Sin 
of
 Ananias  
and Sapphira. An Impeachment and a Challe'nge,” Review of Reviews, V
 (Feb. 1892), pp. 140-42; “Character Sketch: Sir Charles W. Dilke,” Ibid.,
 VI (Aug. 1892), pp. 127-41.
21 See Peter 
T.
 Cominos’s very excellent study of “The Late-Victorian  
Sexual Respectability and the Social System,” International Review of Social
 
Hi
story, VIII (1963), p. 64.
22Ibid.
23
Ibid.,
 p. 66.
Equally significant was the advanced thought of Stead and
 
other Victorians as Edward Carpenter and Havelock Ellis on the
 role of sex in human behavior and relationships. It was, in a
 sense, part of “the Late-Victorian revolt against established authori
­ty in all aspects of life and thought . . .” and its emphasis upon
 the concept of “the mature love relationship [as] . . . 
one
 of  
genuinely free and equal association . . . .” between the sexes.21
 Although Stead often disagreed with the more advanced ideas
 of such late Victorian social critics as Grant Allen, Stead shared
 Allen’s hope “to 
see
 mature love relations firmly established in  
the family and fellowship outside the family, [
and
 like Allen] . . .  
recognized the need to reconstruct the entire system of human
 relationships within and without the family.”22 This was certainly
 
an
 important aspect of the Late-Victorian revolt which created  
tensions, conflicts, and 
“
deviant social characters ” like Wilde and 
“plunged the Respectable Social System into a . . . crisis that
 reached a climax in 1894-95.”23 I submit that one facet of the
 climax of this crisis was the Wilde ‘“affair” and that it was with
­in this frame of reference that Stead viewed the tragedy of Oscar
 Wilde.
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Immediately after the conviction 
and
 sentencing of Wilde,  
Stead published his editorial comments on the case and expressed
 a point of view much at variance with those of Wilde’s critics
 and detractors. “The heinousness of the crime of Oscar Wilde and
 his associates,” declared Stead, “does not lie . . . in its being un
­natural .... It is natural for the abnormal person who is in a
 minority of one . . . .”24 He then went on to say that
24 [
W.
 T. Stead], “The Progress of the World. The' Conviction of Oscar  
Wilde,” Review of Reviews, XI (Jun. 1895), pp. 491-92.
25Ibid., p. 492.
26Ibid.
If the promptings of our animal nature are to be the
 
only guide, the punishment of Wilde would savour 
of persecution, and he might fairly claim . . . sympathy as
 the champion of individualism against the tyranny of
 an intolerant majority. But we are not animal. We are
 human beings living together in a society, whose aim is
 to render social intercourse as free and as happy as
 possible .... and it would be a fatal blunder at the
 very moment when we are endeavouring to rid friendship
 between man and woman of the blighting shadow of
 possible wrong-doing, were we to acquiesce in the re
­establishment of that upas shade over the relations between
 man and man and man 
and
 woman.25
But even more important to Stead was the fact that the trial
 and sentence of Wilde “
brought into very clear relief the ridiculous  
disparity between the punishment meted 
out
 to those who corrupt  
girls and those who corrupt boys.
”
 Indeed,
If . . . Wilde, instead of indulging in dirty tricks of in
­decent familiarity with boys and men, had ruined the
 lives of half a dozen innocent simpletons of girls, or had
 broken up the 
home
 of his friend by corrupting his friend’s  
wife, no one could have laid a finger upon him. The male
 is sacrosanct: the female is fair 
game.
 To have burdened  
society with a dozen bastards, to have destroyed a happy
 home by his lawless lust — of these things the criminal
 law 
takes
 no account. But let him act indecently to a  
young rascal who is very able to take care of himself,
 . . . then judges can hardly contain themselves from . . .
 inflicting the maximum sentence the law allows.. . .26
Then, recalling the failure of his fight to prevent Sir Charles
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Dilke’s return to political life in 1891-92, Stead emphasized the
 
inconsistency “which sends Oscar Wilde to hard labour and places
 . . . Dilke in the House of Commons” and drew attention to the
 “remarkable” contrasts 
“
between the universal execration heaped  
upon . . . Wilde and the tacit acquiescence of the very same
 public in the same kind of vice in [the] . . . public schools.
”
 In  
fact, said Stead,
If all persons guilty of Oscar Wilde’s offences were to
 
be clapped into gaol, there would be a very surprising
 
exo
dus from Eton and Harrow, Rugby and Winchester,  
to Pentonville and Holloway [gaols] .... But meanwhile
 public school boys are allowed to indulge with impunity
 in practices which, when they leave school, would con
­sign them to hard labour.27
27 Ibid.
28“The 
Innings
 of the Philistines,” Ibid., p. 538.
29Arthur Calder-Marshall, Havelock Ellis. A Biography (London: R.
 Hart-Davis, 1959), 
p.
 138.
30Edward Carpenter, Homogenic Love and Its Place in a Free Society
 (Manchester: Printed for Private Circulation, [l895]
),
 51 pp.
31Edward Carpenter, My Days and Dreams. Being Autobiographical
 Notes (London: G. Allen and Unwin, Ltd., 1916), p. 195.
32Calder-Marshall, Havelock Ellis, pp. 146-47.
In 
the
 same issue of the Review of Reviews, Stead and his edi ­
torial staff reviewed some of the periodical comment on the fall
 of Oscar Wilde as “The Innings of the Philistines.” After observing
 “how virtuous . . . people . . . became the moment vice is locked
 up . . . ,” they scored Wilde’s critics with the statement that “It
 is neither a manly nor a noble practice to exult over the bodies
 of the slain . . . .”28
Stead’s bold defense of Wilde immediately drew letters from
 
Edward Carpenter and Lord Alfred Douglas. Carpenter, the long
­time friend of Havelock Ellis and “a congenital sexual invert,”29
 had published a pamphlet on Homogenic Love in 
January,
 1895,30  
as an attempt 
“
to deal publicly with the problem, of the Inter ­
mediate Sex.”31 Like John Addington Symonds, Carpenter be
­lieved that sexual inverts were 
“
perfectly normal individuals ” of  
an “Intermediate Sex,” and he anticipated the Wolfenden Com
­mittee report in Britain by over sixty years with his contention
 that “Sexual practices between 
man
 and man in private should be  
a matter not for the law but for individual conscience.”32
Although the publication of Carpenter’s pamphlet agitated Fleet
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Street, it might have accomplished some good in stirring discussion
 
on the “Intermediate Sex
”
 had it not been for the trials of Wilde  
and the subsequent “panic
”
 which enveloped the question of  
sexual inversion.33 In view of the almost irrational hostility exhibit
­ed by the public towards Wilde and the problem of homosexuality,
 Carpenter welcomed Stead’s sympathetic treatment of the Wilde
 case. On June 20, 1895, Carpenter wrote to Stead expressing his
 appreciation of the “larger view” Stead had taken of a forbidden
 question and drew his attention to the short study of Homogenic
 Love.
33Carpenter, My Days and Dreams, pp. 195-96.
34Edward Carpenter 
to
 Stead, Jim. 20, 1895. Mrs. Adelaide Anning  
Tickell Collection. Mrs. Tickell was Stead’s private secretary during the
 mid-1890’s. I am indebted to Mr. Brian Tickell, Chiswick, London, for per
­mission to study and use the papers of his mother.
I have long thought [wrote Carpenter] that 
the
 tend ­
ency, which in the case of Wilde has been so fatally
 misdeveloped, is really capable under proper direction
 of being cultivated 
into
 an ennobling love. The feeling  
has, in one form or other, been a factor of human life
 in all times and countries — and that would be a reason
 for supposing that it requires wise guidance to its proper
 
exp
ression rather than blind extinction.34
In his reply to Carpenter, Stead promised to read the pamphlet
 
(“as I do everything you write upon a subject which is so ex
­tremely important and so very little understood”) and attempted
 to clarify his attitude towards the “Intermediate Sex.” But what
 Stead wrote was something more than an opinion on sexual in
­version. It was also a statement of the changing view of “Sexual
 Respectability and the Social System” during the late Victorian
 era.
My view about this question roughly stated, [declared
 
Stead] is as follows: — The ideal of human society to
­wards which we should work is that in which no barrier
 born of suspicion of wrong doing, should be interposed
 between the freest possible inter-communication of hu
­man beings whatever their sex. In other words, 
the
 family  
is the ideal unit, and to establish between all men and
 women in the world, the same frank and friendly rela
­tions which exist between brothers and sisters of a family,
 would represent an enormous gain of human happiness.
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The question is, how can this be 
done?
 how can we  
preserve monogamic fidelity between two persons, who
 from united affection and utter and entire confidence, de
­cide to unite for the purpose of propagating the 
species, with the freest possible communication on the nonphysi
­cal plane between men and women. At the present we
 have this between men and women and women and wom
­en, for the existence of Oscar Wildes and its counter
­parts in the female sex are very few, hence a few more
 cases like Oscar Wilde’s, and we should find the freedom
 of comradeship now possible to men, seriously impaired
 to the permanent detriment of the race, [and] yet if we
 remove all legal penalty, we more or less proclaim such
 relations venial [sic]. This is what 
takes
 place in the  
case of women, the law is absolutely indifferent to any
 amount of indecent familiarity taking place between two
 women, but it interferes with preposterous severity when
 it takes place between men, [and] the result is that many
 women give themselves up to this kind of thing without
 any consciousness of it being wrong; they are governed
 solely by their natural instincts, and to talk about it being
 unnatural, while perfectly true for the 
immense
 majority,  
is not true so far as [they] themselves are concerned.
 These so-called unnatural sex relations seem to me al
­ways the assertion of the nature of the individual as op
­posed to the nature of the species or race, and, therefore,
 is not rightly open to the censure which is heaped upon
 it by the unthinking.
These are but a few fragmentary observations which,
 
no doubt, seem trite to you, but they represent fairly
 enough the thought that is at the back of my mind. Be
­lieving as I do, that in sex lies the divinest elements of
 our nature, I deeply deplore the wicked waste of a lever
 which might move the world, but so far I have been able
 to do little more than confine myself, to 
protests
 against  
those, who by its abuse make its use almost impossible.35
35Stead to Carpenter, Jun. 22, 1895. Edward Carpenter Papers, The
 
Sheffield Public Library, MSS. 386-54.
It was within the context of his view of homosexuality as “the
 
wicked waste
”
 of sex, “the divinest element of [human] nature,”  
that Stead judged the letter he received from Lord Alfred Douglas
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in late June, 1895, concerning his remarks in the Review of Re
­
views. While complimenting Stead as “a man of conscience” who
 had deprecated 
“
the common cant about unnatural’ offences,”  
Douglas repudiated Stead’s approach to 
the
 problem. He criticiz ­
ed Stead for upholding 
“
the barbarous law which condemns a  
man who is guilty of these so-called ‘offences’
”
 on the basis of  
the argument that 
“
if these laws did not exist a taint or suspicion  
might be thrown on friendship between people of the same
 sex . . . Similarly, Douglas wrote: “Why on earth in the name
 of liberty and 
common
 sense a man cannot be allowed to love a  
boy, rather than a woman when his nature 
and
 instinct tell him  
to do so, . . . is another question . . . [to] which I should like
 to hear a satisfactory answer ...” Indeed, argued Douglas, the
 man who brings illegitimate children into the world and seduces
 girls or commits adultery does great 
harm
 whilst “the paederast  
does absolutely no harm to anyone.
”
 A case in point, said Douglas,  
is Wilde and the Marquess of Queensberry: Wilde seduced no
 one and did no one any harm, while Queensberry was guilty of
 seduction, fornication, and base cruelty to his family. Yet, 
it
 is  
the Marquess who has been lauded as a hero and Wilde who has
 been reviled by the English people and the press.36
36Lord Alfred Douglas to Stead, Jun. 28, 1895, as published in Hyde,
 
The Trials of Oscar Wilde, pp. 360-62. The original 
of
 this letter is in  
the possession of Mr. Hyde, who may have obtained it from Stead’s biograph
­ers, Frederic Whyte or J. W. Robertson Scott. See also William Freeman,
 The Life of Lord Alfred Douglas, Spoilt Child of Genius (London: H. Joseph,
 1948), pp. 141-42.
37Broad, Friendships and Follies of Oscar Wilde, p. 209.
Stead neither published nor replied to Lord Alfred’s letter.
 
Aside from the fact that 
not
 even Stead could have dared to pub ­
lish Douglas’s frank defense of homosexuality in such a serious
 journal as the Review of Reviews, Stead’s obvious 
dislike
 of Doug ­
las as “the young rascal
”
 who was the author of Wilde’s misfortune  
precluded a reply to Douglas.
Meanwhile, with Wilde’s entry 
into
 gaol, “the curtain came 
down on the public life [and career] of Wilde . . . .”37 His name
 and his work became taboo in “polite” society, and he was for
­gotten by all except a few faithful friends such as Robert Sherard
 and Robert Ross. Stead, however, always remained sympathetic
 to Wilde. Thus, when Robert Ross published Wilde’s De Profundis
 posthumously, five years after Wilde’s death in 1900, Stead 
was very much moved by what he had read of Wilde’s mea culpa.
 Not long after the publication of De Profundis in early 1905, 
Stead 
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wrote to Ross thanking 
him
 “for having permitted [the public] . . .  
to see the man ["Oscar Wilde] as he really was . . . .”
I think De Profundis [Stead averred] will live long after
 
all that the rest of us have written will be forgotten.
I am glad to remember when reading these profoundly
 
touching pages that he always knew that I, at least, had
 never joined the herd of his assailants.38 I had the 
sad pleasure of meeting 
him
 by chance afterwards in Paris  
and greeted him as 
an
 old friend. We had a few minutes  
talk and then parted, to meet no more, on this planet at
 least . . . .39
38Wilde apparently knew little 
of
 the generous treatment he had  
been accorded by Stead until after he had completed his gaol sentence
 in 1897. See Wilde to Robert Ross, Apr. 6, 1897. Hart-Davis, Letters of
 Oscar Wilde, p. 519 & n.
39Stead to Ross, Feb. 20, 1905. Margery Ross (ed.) Robert Ross:
 
Friend of Friends: Letters to Robert Ross, Art Critic and Writer (London:
 Jonathan Cape, 1952), pp. 93-94.
40[W. T. Stead] The 
Review
’s Bookshop: Oscar Wilde’s Prison  
Meditations,” Review of Reviews, XXXI (Mar. 1905), p. 314.
Stead could not have penned a more fitting tribute to Wilde
 
nor
 a more sensitive appreciation of the tragedy of Wilde than  
when, in his review of De 
Profundis,
 he wrote:
The whole book is a prose poem, which for . . . pathos
 and radiant hope, will be cherished long after all his other works and those of his contemporaries are for
­gotten. For here is the true cry of the heart de profundis,
 which will find 
an
 echo in all hearts that have been  
awakened by the touch of sorrow.40
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A SOURCE OF
 
FAULKNER'S FABLE
by Allen Cabaniss
(A version of this paper, kindly translated for me by Professor
 
Francois Bucher, appeared as “Eine Quelle zu Faulkners "Die
 Fabel’ 
”
 in Schweizer Monatshefte for December 1957.)
There is no reasonable doubt that A Fable by William Faulkner1
 
is modeled, in part, on the records of the last week of Christ’s
 earthly life. The crosses on the cover and at the beginning of
 each chapter (as well as at the beginning of each section), the
 headings according to the days of one week, the succession of
 events (e. g., a "last supper,
”
 execution of a hero between two  
criminals, the burial and disappearance of a body), the characters
 themselves (e. g., thirteen soldiers of whom one is a traitor and
 another is thirty-three years old, the two sisters Mary and Martha)
 — all point to the traditional account of Holy Week.
1 William Faulkner, A Fable (New York: Random House, 1954). All my
 
references are 
to
 this edition.
2Cf. Philostratus (fl. ca. A. D. 200), The Life of Apollonius of Tyana,
 trans. F. C. Bonybeare, 2 vol. (London: Heinemann, 1917-21) and “De
 morte Peregrini,” trans. A. M‘. Harmon, Lucian’s Opera, V (London: Heine
­mann, 1936), 2-51; both in the Loeb Classical Library series. Celsus’s’ book
 is lost but much of it is incorporated in the famous reply 
of
 Origen (d. 254),  
Contra Celsum, translated in The Ante-Flicene Fathers, IV (Buffalo: Chris
­tian Literature Publishing Co., 1885), 395-669. Lucian also fl. ca. 200.
3I use the translation of the Toldoth Jeshu as it appears in Hugh J.
Schonfield, According to the Hebrews (London: Duckworth, 1937), pp. 35-61.
Further references will be by chapter and verse as indicated by Schonfield.
Although good taste may enter a caveat, there is no dogmatic
 
objection to parody as such, only to the manner in which it may
 be set forth. After all, such stories as the Hiramic, Arthurian, and
 Grail legends are also patterned after certain 
events
 in the life  
of Christ, but the treatments are reverent. On the other hand,
 pagan parodies like Philostratus’s Life of Apollonius of Tyana,
 Lucian of Samosata’s Death of Peregrinus, and Celsus’s True Dis
­course are satirical and impious.2
 
 It happens that two details in  
A Fable display a remarkable affinity to one of the oldest and
 most blasphemous parodies ever written about Christ, an ancient
 Jewish canard, the Toldoth Jeshu.3
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The first is the attribution of the hero’s birth to an illicit relation
­
ship. Faulkner presents his protagonist as the bastard son of the
 Supreme Commander of the Allied Expeditionary Forces.4 The
 Toldoth Jeshu states that Mary was seduced by a warrior of fair
 appearance named Joseph son of Pandera.5 (Celsus gives the name
 
of
 the soldier as Pandera. Jesus would therefore be Ben Pandera,  
a name by which he is indeed known in rabbinical literature.) In
 
the
 case of Faulkner’s A Fable this could be an entirely fortuitous  
resemblance. Since the novel is a war story there is no need for
 any reason other than coincidence to be involved here.
4A Fable, p. 301 and elsewhere.
5I. 5-21 (Schonfield, op. cit., 35f.).
6 A Fable, p. 397.
7Ibid., p. 421, 423 f.
8V, 10-23 (Schonfield, op. cit., 52 f.).
9Tertullian, De spectaculis, xxx, ad fin.; see edition and translation 
by 
T. R. Glover 
in
 the Loeb Classical Library (London: Heinemann, 1931),  
p. 298.
10See summary in my Agobard of Lyons: Churchman and Critic (Syra
­
cuse; Syracuse University Press, 1953), p. 68.
The situation is somewhat different in the second detail. Faulk
­
ner’s executed protagonist is taken by his relatives and buried on
 
the
 old home place, a farm, in the field beneath a beech tree.6  
The inference is clear that the grave was dug in what was (four
 years earlier) land that had been plowed and planted. Although
 the body 
was
 dislodged and displaced during a bombardment, it  
was reburied by the same bombardment about fifty meters away
 in another field. It was there rediscovered about a year later by a
 farmer as he plowed his land in the spring.7 In the Toldoth Jeshu
 the body of Christ was buried by his disciples, but a gardener re
­moved it and carried it to his own garden lest the Christians steal
 
it
 and claim that Christ had risen from the dead. There the  
gardener had diverted an irrigation canal, buried the body, and
 returned the waters to their channel. After an appointed lapse of
 time he made known his secret to the great discomfiture of the
 Christians.8 Tertullian reports that Jewish polemic claimed that
 the gardener removed the body of Jesus lest his lettuces be tramp
­led by 
the
 throng of visitors.9 A still later version given by Agobard,  
a ninth-century bishop of Lyons, says that, according to the Jews,
 the body of Christ had been buried near an aqueduct and had
 been washed away by a sudden freshet. A year-long search had
 failed to produce the body and Pilate had therefore proclaimed
 Christ risen and worthy of divine honors.10
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A few minor details may be added in confirmation. In Faulk
­
ner, when the protagonist is shot, the entire post to which he
 was bound collapsed with the body.11 In the Toldoth 
Jeshu
 the  
execution of Christ was delayed several times because every tree
 brought forward to be used broke through magic. Finally the
 stock of a carob tree was found to resist the spell.12 In Faulkner,
 moreover, the ecclesiastical organization of Christianity is attributed
 to Paul, not to Christ.13 The Toldoth Jeshu makes the same
 point in the 
same
 crude manner.14 (It can, of course, be made  
quite legitimately, but only in a subtle way.)
11A Fable, p. 385.
12IV, 20-23 (Schonfield, op. cit., 50).
l3A Fable, pp. 363-365.
14VI, 13-41 (Schonfield, op. cit., 55-58).
15Faulkner may have been paving the way for a massive attack on
 
Christianity. That seems to be indicated not only by intimations in A Fable,
 but also by 
a
 statement originally made in Manila in 1955 and repeated in  
“American Segregation and the' World Crisis” [William Faulkner, Benjamin
 E. Mays, and Cecil Sims, The Segregation Decision (Atlanta: Southern
 Regional Council, 1956), p. 10]: 
“
Because it is glib and simple, we like to  
think of the world situation today as a . . . balance of 
two
 irreconcilable  
ideologies confronting each other .... That’s not so. Only one of the
 forces is an ideology, an idea. Because the second force is the simple fact
 of Man . . . .
”
 By implication he discredits the only force which has con ­
sistently and from the very beginning “confronted” Communism, namely,
 Christianity. And if Christianity is not an ideology (although the customary
 word is theology), it is nothing. Did Faulkner intend to elaborate such a
 position? A Fable suggests that he was moving in that direction.
It seems fairly certain then that there is some relation between
 
the Faulkner Fable and the garbled polemic of or derived from the
 Toldoth Jeshu. The implications of this relationship must await
 discussion in a theological milieu.15
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The Literary Situation, 1965
by Malcolm Cowley
[Editors Note: The following is a transcript of a seminar which
 
Mr. Cowley conducted 
at
 the Southern Literary Festival on the  
campus of the University of Mississippi, April 23, 1965. Mr. Cowley
 answered some questions from the audience and some from a
 questionnaire which had been handed to him before the seminar
 began. The transcript has been submitted to Mr. Cowley, and
 he has made minor editorial changes.]
Q: Mr. Cowley, in The Literary 
Situation
 you wrote a section  
devoted to the literary stock exchange, and to the fluctuation, rise
 and fall, of literary reputations. Would you care to comment on
 some of the literary reputations today?
A: One of the things in which there has been a bull market
 
for the last ten years is literary scholarship. Indeed, that particular
 market has been so active 
and
 I am continually amazed at finding  
how confined the subjects of dissertations are. Ten years ago the
 candidate for a doctorate had to write on Herman Melville unless
 he wrote on T. S. Eliot. There was a law about that, and people
 lost good jobs in universities by not obeying it. At least there was
 a traffic regulation, and one calculated to produce a traffic jam.
 Then came the Hawthorne period and the Henry James period.
 The Faulkner period began, and we are still in the midst of it.
 But remember the only law of fashion: anything that is in fashion
 today will be 
out
 of fashion tomorrow. At the present time there is  
a sort of crisis in the dissertation field. Candidates for the doctorate
 in English aren't quite sure whom to write their dissertations about,
 and some of them even try new authors. On the literary stock ex-
 change, although the value of Melville is unquestioned, and the
 value of T. S. Eliot is only barely questioned, nevertheless those
 stocks are in an uncertain position, and we are aware of a hidden
 amount of short selling.
Perhaps I'd better explain, since 
 
not all of you have read The  
Literary Situation. I said that, as distinguished from the worth
 of writers, their reputations are likely to be subject to the wildest
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sort of fluctuations. For forty years Moby Dick was out of print
 
in this country and only obtainable in England. That the repu
­tation of Melville had sunk so low was one explanation of the
 fact that when the stock rebounded, it went to the peaks.
The stock-market quotations on Emerson and Thoreau are
 
very low at present; perhaps these two are the most underrated
 among our little band of classical authors. I gave a seminar on
 Emerson, Thoreau, and Whitman at Stanford, and only ten stu
­dents applied for it. If the seminar had been on Hawthorne and
 Melville, there would have been fifty applications. And yet at
 the present time there is more that a critic of the new generation
 can find that hasn’t been said about Emerson and Thoreau than
 he can find about Hawthorne and Melville. As for Whitman, the
 quotations on him have been rising lately, for special reasons.
 People are discovering that Whitman wasn’t merely the prophet
 of democracy but was also a poet.
Let us pass to the American naturalists—Norris, London, Dreis
­
er, and their less naturalistic contemporaries like Edith Wharton
 and Sherwood Anderson. The Norris market 
hasn
’t quite collapsed,  
but it’s falling quite low. The Dreiser market is curiously steady. In
 fact, it has shown until this year a somewhat rising tendency that
 may be halted by the new biography of Dreiser which is to appear
 next week—one of the most depressing biographies I have ever
 read. Jack London—low, low quotations and no sign of a rise.
 Edith Wharton—steadily rising quotations. Sherwood Anderson—
 fairly steady. Hemingway—some fall in stock-market values on
 account of the Paris book, A Moveable Feast. Fitzgerald—it’s
 miraculous how the quotations on Fitzgerald have stayed high.
 A man was telling me last night—a man who came from Washing
­ton, D. C.—that in the cemetery there where Fitzgerald is buried
 veiled women in black come at midnight and lay flowers on his
 grave.
I was asked about the writers of the 1930’s—Steinbeck, O’Hara,
 
Dos Passos, Farrell. There are different answers in each case. The
 sale of The Grapes of Wrath has held up marvelously over the
 
year
s. It is taught in many colleges now, and—this time, I’ll inter ­
ject a personal note into the Wall-Street-reporter air that I’ve been
 assuming until now—I think it has been on the whole underesti
­mated. There is marvelous writing in The Grapes of Wrath. There
 are also sentimental chapters, and on account of these most of the
 critics have been rather down on the book. Its stock-market value
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is low but steady, with some tendency to rise. O’Hara quotations
 
are falling at present. He’s too popular, and the critics don’t like
 him. Dos Bassos—low and steady. The fact of the matter is that
 Dos Passos hasn’t published a book that ranks as a contribution
 to serious American writing since U. S. A., the trilogy of the
 1930’s. But U. S. A. and Manhattan Transfer, his first two big
 novels—one big novel and a trilogy—stand up very well over the
 years, and they are beginning to be taught in schools again. Far
­rell quotations—they rose too high during the 1930’s and have
 been declining ever since.
Southern writers—I was asked about them on this question
­
naire. That suggests the grand old question: Why is it that this
 state of Mississippi, which on a scale of economic values probably
 ranks—is it fiftieth among the states or has it climbed dizzily over
 South Carolina?—and as regards the educational level of its popu
­lation also ranks far down; it probably has to reach up to touch
 Arkansas, doesn’t it?—and which has other troubles to which a
 polite visitor should not advert—nevertheless has produced a
 whole congeries of highly talented novelists, and 
one
 novelist who  
is justly regarded, I think, as the greatest of the twentieth century.
 Now why is that? You know, we yankees all stand around 
and worry and wonder about 
that.
 What are they doing down there  
in Mississippi? I’ll give you, not all the answers; I can just give
 you one 
answer.
 In a word, Southern culture is verbal. People  
talk more down here, and a great deal 
more
 of the talk takes the  
form of stories. I have heard it said, “He 
tells
 stories like he came  
from Mississippi.” And in spite of the critics’ attacks at various
 times, and in spite of many novelists’ attacks on plain story telling,
 
it
 is still the center of the art of fiction.
So, many people from Mississippi who moved into the art
 
of fiction, moved from a 
sound
 background of telling stories on  
the porch, won’t you agree? If anything threatens Southern litera
­ture, it is TV. And why? Why should television be more of a
 threat to literature here in the South—I’m speaking about the
 production of writing—why should it be more of a threat to the
 South than to the North? The answer is that the verbal and story
­telling characteristics of Southern culture came about because in
 the old-fashioned country districts there wasn’t anything else to
 do except go fishing. You went fishing, or hunting, or you told
 stories. Isn’t that true? And now maybe the new generation—not
 you sitting here but those younger than this audience—instead
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of telling stories on the porch will go inside and look at TV. If
 
that actually happens, then Southern fiction will be seriously
 weakened.
But I’m talking now about stock-exchange quotations, and
 
the quotations in general have remained high, including the
 quotations of some new Southern writers.
This questionnaire that I’m trying to answer went on to recent
 
writers—Mailer, Jones, Styron, Cozzens, Bellow, Updike, 
Roth, Baldwin, Heller, and the writers of Black 
Humor.
 That’s an awful  
lot of stock quotations for this market specialist to give you on
 a hot afternoon in University, 
Mississippi.
 Mailer first. He’s in a  
curious situation. Everybody keeps saying his books are terrible.
 (I think that his last book An American Dream is probably so
 terrible that I am not going to read it.) At the same time Every
­body keeps discussing him as a writer of considerable stature.
 How this contradiction is going to be resolved finally I don’t know.
 I admired The Deer Park, and a lot of the stuff in Advertisements
 for Myself is vigorous and 
true.
 When Mailer starts writing about  
other novelists, he speaks so candidly that, telling the truth, he
 shames 
all
 the devils. But still, for a novelist, what he wrote in  
An American Dream seems pretty terrible.
Jones—well, his writing must be good: he got $900,000 for
 
it—for his future books. And I don’t know; to ascertain the stock
­exchange quotation on Jones is very difficult. For example, Mailer
 thinks that Jones is good. I’ve heard several writing teachers whose
 opinion I highly respect say that The Thin Red Line was really an
 achievement. I feel very little curiosity about him, though, not
 enough curiosity to make me 
sit
 down and read The Thin Red  
Line. I’m getting so ancient now that I don’t read books because
 I think I must read them to keep up with the swim. Let the swim
­mers go on downstream! I’ll catch up with them at the second
 bend of the river.
Styron—he has written one excellent short book, called The
 
Long March. I thought his first book—what was it? (From the
 audience, “Lie Down . . .”) Lie Down in Darkness—don’t you get
 the Faulkner influence there: As I Lay Down in Darkness Dying?
 And there was a considerable Faulkner influence in the text of
 a vigorous but somewhat overwritten first novel. The Long March
 was excellent. It was a very, very short novel about the hard
 march of some Marine retreads, done with absolute competence,
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feelings candor—every quality you ought to have in a short 
novel. 
But it was not a great one because the theme wasn’t great. His
 last book, Set This House on Fire, had a lot of awfully good things
 in 
it,
 but no control. At the end it went off in a burst of pyro ­
technics that seemed to be hidden from me by clouds.
Cozzens is better than the critics think he is. He’s probably
 
the best architect in contemporary fiction. He can build a novel
 just as soundly, to use a Pennsylvania Dutch phrase, as the little
 brick 
smokehouse
 on the corner, one brick laid on another, the  
whole thing tight, everything tied together, the whole action con
­fined to seventy hours: an enormously complicated, skillful con
­struction. His novel 
Guard
 of Honor was, as a work of craftman ­
ship, the best novel that came out of World War II. But 
the critics do not like Cozzens.
Saul Bellow at the present time is about at the top of the
 
heap. And I think he’ll solidly stay there. He has less brilliance
 than some of the others, but you feel a great deal of integrity in
 everything he writes, and every book he writes is a new start.
 Think of how different each of these books has been from every
 other in the series. As far as his stock quotation 
goes,
 Herzog sold  
10,000 copies last week in the thirtieth week since publication.
 That is pretty fantastic. The book has led the best-seller list all
 that time, and yet it’s almost the only book on the best-seller list
 that is a serious work of fiction.
John Updike—very highly esteemed except for his style. (Laugh
­
ter)
Philip Roth—he won and deserved to win the National Book
 
Award for his first book, a collection of stories. 
His
 second book  
was a novel; he called it Letting Go. What he was doing in 
it was letting go with everything but the kitchen sink, and you
 could find that in 
one
 corner. But he simply decided he’d put  
everything he had into one novel, and the result was that this
 novel, which was full of good things from page to page and
 episode to episode, had other episodes that became either tire
­some or excruciating. On the whole it seemed to be a little mon
­strous—but . . . good in a curious fashion. I have enormous faith
 in Roth for what he will do next.
James Baldwin—he’s one of our best essayists. I don’t know . . .
 
he writes essays that are disguised as novels, but I don’
t
 think they  
are as good as his straight essays.
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Heller and Catch 22—it’s all right. It’s one of these 
novels
 that  
go on with more and more Black Humor. You know, here’s the
 poor man in the aviation squadron in which every flyer was sup
­posed to have twenty sorties before he was sent home for a fur
­lough. It’s one of those squadrons where half the planes are shot
 down on every mission; and the survivors are always hoping that
 they’ll be relieved from duty. The crazy C. O. of the outfit keeps
 raising the requirement from twenty-five flights to thirty flights
 to thirty-five flights to fifty flights, and everything 
gets
 more and  
more absurd and crazy in a Black way, as the book goes on. You
 laugh. “But,” you say, 
“
isn’t there any development from chapter  
to chapter?” It seems to me now, in looking, back on Catch 22,
 that you could take the chapters, put them together, throw them
 all up in the air and shuffle them in almost any order. Except
 for the last chapter, in which the hero deserts, there doesn’t seem
 to be any development in the course of the novel; it’s purely
 episodic. It has also been a great success.
I don’t know about Terry Southern. He is an enormously gifted
 
writer, but most of his books I can’t take. He starts off with a
 passage that’s wonderful, and then his Black Humor begins to get
 more and more absurd and painful. But I think Dr. Strangelove,
 for which he wrote the scenario, was a marvelous thing. 
As
 far  
as Candy goes, it’s one of our better children’s books.
I think I’ll stop here in this survey of the literary situation,
 
without taking up two more questions that were asked in regard
 to stock-exchange values, that is, about the standing of foreign
 authors in this country, and about the situation in poetry. Let
 those questions hang in the air. We’ll answer them 
next
 year,  
or the year after.
Q: Would you discuss the major influences that affect the
 
rise and fall of any novelist, the role of professional critical com
­ment for example, in influencing the rise and fall of literary repu
­tations in this country?
A. The effect of critical comment is a difficult thing to de
­
scribe. Perhaps it is clearest in the case of James Gould Cozzens.
 This won’t answer your question, but it’s such 
an
 interesting situa ­
tion that I want to tell you about it anyway.
Everybody wonders why Cozzens’ book By Love Possessed
 
was so universally praised by the first critics who reviewed it.
 The reason was a reviewer’s bad conscience, which was almost
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universal among the daily and weekly reviewers. They had all
 
been thinking over the question for a long time: they had all de
­cided that Cozzens hadn’t had a square shake, that Guard of
 Honor was a much more important book than they had thought
 it was at the time, and that earlier books of his like The Just and
 the 
Unjust
 were important, too, and hadn’t been adequately recog ­
nized. So for any market analyst like your speaker this afternoon,
 it was easy to predict that the critics would try to atone for past
 errors in regard to Cozzens by reviewing his next book favorably.
 That was what almost all of them 
did.
Then Time magazine sent down a very sympathetic young man
 to interview Cozzens—sent him up to Massachusetts—and Cozzens and the interviewer had a lot of drinks together. When the inter
­viewer got back to New York, he said, "Well, I got an awful lot
 of stuff from Cozzens, but it’s not stuff we can print.” But there
 was a 
snide
 editor at Time, and he not only used the mean stuff  
that Cozzens had said between drinks, but he made it even worse.
 Cozzens had made a couple of cracks that sounded anti-semitic.
 This was a very important point for its effect on later comments
 about the book. Cozzens has a Jewish wife to whom he has always
 been devoted. When the Time editor got done with rewriting the
 interview, it sounded as though Cozzens was being anti-semitic
 even about his wife.
Well, one could guess from that moment that some magazine
 
was going to come 
out
 with the discovery that Cozzens’ novel  
was beneath contempt. One could also guess that Dwight Mac
­Donald would be 
the
 critic to make that discovery, since he is  
certain to accuse any novel that has sold more than 250,000 copies
 of being corrupted by the false standards of mass culture. Dwight
 MacDonald did his destructive 
job.
 Then Irving Howe did a  
destructive job. And these two jobs were so effective that now it
 is worth the reputation of any critic to say, "But Cozzens is our
 best architect among the novelists, and why shouldn’t architecture
 be honored just as much as we honor other qualities: for example,
 meanings on different levels?”
So that is 
one
 effect of criticism now. There are in-groups  
in criticism, and we have seen them operate. There are out-groups.
 There are—at present there are—very keen weekly reviewers or
 fortnightly reviewers for the New York Review of Books—
some­thing we didn’t have before because the criticism in the New
 York Times Book Review has seldom been distinguished for the
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quality of probing deeply. But at present there is a lot of deep
 
probing, and most of it comes to negative conclusions. People of
 tender dispositions, easily hurt by the slings and arrows of public
 opinion, are hereby advised by me not to undertake the task of
 writing serious novels at the present time. Before writing serious
 novels, you had better insulate yourself; you had better acquire
 some practice in the art of being insulted by a past master 
of insult. After you get hardened to 
that,
 I might consent to your  
publishing a novel.
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